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From Beavercaulk49 at cs.com Fri Nov 1 13:05:53 2002
From: Beavercaulk49 at cs.com (Beavercaulk49@cs.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:03 2003
Subject: Civil War court martial records
Message-ID: <49.25e50b91.2af41c81@cs.com>
Nancy,
Is this ancestor from the North or the South? If from the South, Willow Bend
Books had a book that would be a good place to start. I do not remember the
title of it, but it listed all those who had been courtmartialed in the South
and briefly mentioned the outcome. Wish I had more details to give, I looked
at it briefly at a his book sale at IGHR in Samford last June.
Laurie Caulk
beavercaulk49@cs.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021101/310c4b5d/
attachment.htm
From Jake.Gehring at heritagequest.com Fri Nov 1 15:05:52 2002
From: Jake.Gehring at heritagequest.com (Jake Gehring)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Important Message from HeritageQuest
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1B73BB6@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
To all:
I would not normally think of posting the "LOCAL HISTORY & GENEALOGY
LIBRARIAN NEWS ONLINE" e-newsletter on this mailing list, but this issue
contains an important announcement regarding HeritageQuest's film rental
program. It is included below in the "Changes to Microfilm Rental Program"
section of the newsletter.
Thank you,
Jake Gehring
Publisher, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information & Learning
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LOCAL HISTORY & GENEALOGY LIBRARIAN NEWS ONLINE
November 1, 2002
To view this newsletter online, please visit:
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/LHGL.html
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IN THIS ISSUE:
* New 1930 Census Guide Available
* Changes to Microfilm Rental Program
* Census Indexing - Moving Right Along
* HeritageQuest Licenses Genealogical Data to Genealogy.com
* Western Association of Map Libraries Conference - November 6-9
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
New 1930 Census Guide Available
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
With the recent release of the 1930 Census, patron interest is high.

Genealogical researchers at your library may appreciate access to The 1930
Census: A Reference and Research Guide edited by Thomas Jay Kemp, now
available from ProQuest. The New York Times called the 1930 Census the
"most detailed census" ever taken in the U.S. This Depression Era
enumeration recorded more than 124 million residents in 17,000 cities,
boroughs, and villages across the country.
The 1930 Census was the last to ask who could read or write and the first
to ask, "Does your household have a radio?" It documents every family in
America and its Territories, just as the Great Depression was starting and
before the impact of the Dustbowl and the increasing migration of rural
Americans to the big cities.
The 1930 Census: A Reference and Research Guide is a core reference tool,
packed with research strategies and background information about the
census, the questions asked, the new census codes, and over 90 maps that
will help readers navigate and get the most out of this valuable record.
(160p. Softbound.)
To order, visit http://www2.heritagequest.com/hq/bk.asp?Z_id=A0390 or call
us toll free at 1-800-760-2455.
Note: The complete 1930 Census is now available from ProQuest in
microform. Please call for more information.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Changes to Microfilm Rental Program
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
November 1, 2002 will mark the end of the HeritageQuest microfilm rental
program. This is being done in response to market trends that we've
observed. Over the past few years, more and more libraries have been
moving toward purchasing materials rather than renting them. Ownership
provides a number of benefits, including unlimited access, collection
development opportunities, and the ability to serve patrons' long-term
needs. The low cost per reel makes ownership even more attractive.
Here are two good alternatives to the HeritageQuest rental program:
1.
Consider purchasing the reel(s) of microfilm you need. We offer
affordable pricing for film purchase, and we'd be happy to fulfill your
orders as purchases rather than rentals. The cost per reel begins at
$19.95 per reel (prices vary). To place an order, please call us toll free
at 1-800-521-0600, ext. 2793.
2.
Contact the U.S. National Archives & Records Administration, which
operates a microfilm-rental program. They maintain a large inventory of
census records, Revolutionary War records, and more information that may
meet your needs. To contact NARA, call 301-604-3699 or visit
http://www.archives.gov/publications/microfilm_catalogs/how_to_rent_microfil
m.html#more.
If you currently have film in your library that has been rented from us,
please contact us about the possibility of purchasing those reels at a
discounted rate. Discounts will be available until November 15, 2002.
Call us toll free at 1-800-760-2455 for information on converting your
loan to a purchase or if you have any other questions. (Note this phone
number is different from the number above, which is best to use for new
orders.) If you do not wish to purchase the rental film, please return it
as you normally would.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HeritageQuest Census Indexing - Moving Right Along
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ProQuest is pleased to announce that census indexing has been completed
for the 1870 census. The 1870 census is the first taken after the Civil
War and may assist researchers in locating military records for ancestors
who served. This census is also the first to identify parents of foreign
birth--an indication of available immigration records. Index records for
the 1870 census have been incorporated into the HeritageQuest Online(tm)
Web-based resource, along with indexing for 1790, 1800, and 1810. For
more information about HeritageQuest Online, see www.il.proquest.com or
call to set up a free trial for your library.
Our staff is finishing up work on the 1890 and 1910 censuses, and we
expect to load those indexes very soon. Next up will be 1820, 1860, 1920,
and 1930. (Meanwhile, full page images of the 1860 census have just been
loaded into HeritageQuest Online, joining the images of 1790-1840, 1870,
and 1910. Other decades will follow shortly.)
As you well know, indexing is the key that unlocks the riches of the
census records. It allows your patrons to drill directly to the
information that is relevant to their families. HeritageQuest indexing
accuracy is unsurpassed.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HeritageQuest Licenses Genealogical Data to Genealogy.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In addition to providing genealogy-related information products to the
library community, we also work with individual genealogists. To better
serve the consumer market, we've recently entered into a relationship with
Genealogy.com, a division of A&E Television Networks. We've partnered to
develop new database products for family history research. Under the terms
of the agreement, Genealogy.com will market these new products to
consumers, while ProQuest will market to libraries.
Genealogy.com is offering The U.S. Census Collection, an online resource
for censuses taken from 1790 to 1930. The U.S. Census Collection contains
document images describing millions of individuals. It is available by
subscription for individuals for $19.99 monthly or $99.99 annually. This
information is a subset of the information available to library customers
in HeritageQuest Online or in microform.
Genealogy.com is also offering The Family & Local Histories Collection,
our extensive collection of family histories. The database will be
available to Genealogy.com consumer subscribers for $14.99 per month or
$79.99 per year.
"As a leading publisher of content in the academic and library markets,
ProQuest is a great match for Genealogy.com, as both companies are in the
business of preserving history," said Rob Armstrong, senior vice president
and general manager of Genealogy.com. "With ProQuest, Genealogy.com will
bring the collection of family and local histories both to experienced
genealogy hobbyists, and to those who are just beginning family research."
If you know of patrons that you think would enjoy an individual
subscription, please point them to the Genealogy.com site at
www.genealogy.com.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Western Association of Map Libraries Conference - November 6-9
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The 35th annual meeting of the Western Association of Map Libraries will
take place November 6-9 in Honolulu, Hawaii. ProQuest will exhibit at the
conference and have information available about Digital Sanborn Maps,
1867-1970.
Founded in 1867 by D. A. Sanborn, the Sanborn Map Company was the primary
American publisher of fire maps for over 100 years, repeatedly mapping
towns and cities as they changed.
The maps provide a wealth of information, such as building outline, size
and shape, construction materials, height, building use, windows and
doors, street and sidewalk widths, boundaries, house numbers, and more.
The plans often include information and shading for steel beams or
reinforced walls, plus symbols for stables, garages, warehouses, etc. The
maps are extremely valuable for local historians and genealogists. Now,
for the first time, they're available online from ProQuest Information and
Learning.
The maps are also available from ProQuest in microform.
In the coming year, direct links will be available to Digital Sanborn Maps
from HeritageQuest Online to allow seamless access to historical maps.
For more information about the conference, visit
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/libdept/WAML/waml_index.html. For more
information about Digital Sanborn Maps, visit
http://www.il.proquest.com/products/pd-product-Sanborn.shtml.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TROUBLE WITH LINKS?
If you're having trouble with links in the newsletter, try copying and
pasting them directly into your Web browser.
We make every effort to keep links current, however, please note that
outside links may change or expire without notice.
TO UNSUBSCRIBE FROM THIS NEWSLETTER
Please visit http://www.heritagequest.com/html/news_remove.html
TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS NEWSLETTER
Visit http://www.heritagequest.com/html/news_signup1.html
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Local History & Genealogy Librarian News Online
Copyright 2002. ProQuest Information and Learning Company. All rights
reserved. HeritageQuest is a trademark of ProQuest Information and
Learning Company.
http://www.il.proquest.com/

From menke at wichita.lib.ks.us Fri Nov 1 17:38:14 2002
From: menke at wichita.lib.ks.us (Michelle Enke)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Important Message from HeritageQuest
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-151946-191668-2002.11.01-17.09.15--menke#wichita.lib
.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20021101173044.0433fc90@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
I just called Heritage Quest, and this announcement is true. They stopped
the rental program as of October 31, and will inform people by e-mail and
by letter sent out today.
From now on they will only sell copies of their CD's or microfilm. The
cost to libraries is $14.95 for CD, $19.95 for Diazo, and $28.95 for
silver. This is much more expensive than renting the film.
When asked why they stopped, the worker stated that the rental program had
dwindled to a handful of libraries, and ProQuest felt there wasn't enough
use and that the trend is toward purchase over rental.
They recommended renting from the National Archives or from LDS.
Michelle Enke
Local Historian
Wichita Public Library
223 S Main ST
Wichita, KS 67212
316.261.8566
menke@wichita.lib.ks.us
At 03:05 PM 11/1/02 -0700, Jake Gehring wrote:
>To all:
>
>I would not normally think of posting the "LOCAL HISTORY & GENEALOGY
>LIBRARIAN NEWS ONLINE" e-newsletter on this mailing list, but this issue
>contains an important announcement regarding HeritageQuest's film rental
>program. It is included below in the "Changes to Microfilm Rental Program"
>section of the newsletter.
>
>
>Thank you,
>
>Jake Gehring
>Publisher, HeritageQuest
>ProQuest Information & Learning
>
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>LOCAL HISTORY & GENEALOGY LIBRARIAN NEWS ONLINE
>November 1, 2002
>
>To view this newsletter online, please visit:
>http://www.heritagequest.com/html/LHGL.html
>
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>IN THIS ISSUE:
>* New 1930 Census Guide Available
>* Changes to Microfilm Rental Program
>* Census Indexing - Moving Right Along
>* HeritageQuest Licenses Genealogical Data to Genealogy.com

>* Western Association of Map Libraries Conference - November 6-9
>
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>Changes to Microfilm Rental Program
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>November 1, 2002 will mark the end of the HeritageQuest microfilm rental
>program. This is being done in response to market trends that we've
>observed. Over the past few years, more and more libraries have been
>moving toward purchasing materials rather than renting them. Ownership
>provides a number of benefits, including unlimited access, collection
>development opportunities, and the ability to serve patrons' long-term
>needs. The low cost per reel makes ownership even more attractive.
>
>Here are two good alternatives to the HeritageQuest rental program:
>
>1.
Consider purchasing the reel(s) of microfilm you need. We offer
>affordable pricing for film purchase, and we'd be happy to fulfill your
>orders as purchases rather than rentals. The cost per reel begins at
>$19.95 per reel (prices vary). To place an order, please call us toll free
>at 1-800-521-0600, ext. 2793.
>2.
Contact the U.S. National Archives & Records Administration, which
>operates a microfilm-rental program. They maintain a large inventory of
>census records, Revolutionary War records, and more information that may
>meet your needs. To contact NARA, call 301-604-3699 or visit
>http://www.archives.gov/publications/microfilm_catalogs/how_to_rent_microfil
>m.html#more.
>
>
>If you currently have film in your library that has been rented from us,
>please contact us about the possibility of purchasing those reels at a
>discounted rate. Discounts will be available until November 15, 2002.
>Call us toll free at 1-800-760-2455 for information on converting your
>loan to a purchase or if you have any other questions. (Note this phone
>number is different from the number above, which is best to use for new
>orders.) If you do not wish to purchase the rental film, please return it
>as you normally would.
>
>~

From gshafer at lib.williamson-tn.org Mon Nov 4 12:47:30 2002
From: gshafer at lib.williamson-tn.org (Geneva Shafer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Fees for genealogy research
Message-ID: <3DC6C0C2.D47FCA25@lib.williamson-tn.org>
We are restructing our Fees for doing Genealogy Research through the
mail, over the internet and by phone. Could we hear from some of you
who have been able to set a fair price but yet keep from being
overwhelmed with numerous requests? Thank you for sharing.
Geneva M. Shafer
Genealogy Room
Williamson County Public Library
Franklin, Tennessee

From on_mary at 4cty.org Mon Nov 4 14:13:08 2002
From: on_mary at 4cty.org (Mary Harris)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: 1900 census query
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20021104140905.00a70438@lib.4cty.org>
Hi,
I have a patron who is viewing the 1900 census for Plainfield, NJ. Under
the single, married, widowed, divorced column (for a female head of
household) he finds the letter "W" followed by what looks like a "d" over
a "u" - "d/u." The census is blurry, however, and we can't really make out
the letters. I've consulted some sources but can't find what this might be.
Any ideas? Other entries in this same census look as though they have
similar fractions, but more like a d over a w. What perplexes us is the
large "W" follwed by two other letters.
Thanks in advance,
Mary Harris
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library
62 Chestnut St.
Oneonta, NY 13820
on_mary@4cty.org

From on_mary at 4cty.org Mon Nov 4 15:55:16 2002
From: on_mary at 4cty.org (Mary Harris)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: 1900 census
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20021104155356.00a73d60@lib.4cty.org>
Thank you everyone! I'm pretty sure that the d/u is died unknown. My
patron thinks this man did disappear as he has found him elsewhere after 1900.
This listserv is so very necessary!
Thanks,
Mary Harris
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library
62 Chestnut St.
Oneonta, NY 13820
on_mary@4cty.org

From msorozan at rihs.org Tue Nov 5 10:10:37 2002
From: msorozan at rihs.org (Meredith Paine Sorozan)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: City Directories
Message-ID: <009601c284dd$7f34c9c0$3600a8c0@conversent.net>
Does anyone know of a company that buys city directories? Some years ago I
was able to sell some duplicates to a company that used them for digitizing.
Thanks for any help,
Meredith
Meredith Paine Sorozan
Associate Library Director/Reference Librarian
RI Historical Society Library
121 Hope Street
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 273-8107
(401) 751-7930 fax
msorozan@rihs.org

From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Tue Nov 5 09:50:26 2002
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: City Directories
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-128102-192633-2002.11.05-10.14.18-bettybarcode#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20021105175026.55975.qmail@web12503.mail.yahoo.com>
Depending on your institution's policies, you could probably do
well selling them on ebay. :)
--- Meredith Paine Sorozan <msorozan@rihs.org> wrote:
> Does anyone know of a company that buys city directories?
> Some years ago I
> was able to sell some duplicates to a company that used them
> for digitizing.
>
> Thanks for any help,
> Meredith
>
> Meredith Paine Sorozan
> Associate Library Director/Reference Librarian
> RI Historical Society Library
> 121 Hope Street
> Providence, RI 02906
> (401) 273-8107
> (401) 751-7930 fax
> msorozan@rihs.org
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
> bettybarcode@yahoo.com
> To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
> $subst('Email.Unsub')
> To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line
> to lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only
> "subscribe genealib Yourfirstname Yourlastname"

=====
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode@yahoo.com
http://cynthia.is-online.net
__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
HotJobs - Search new jobs daily now
http://hotjobs.yahoo.com/
From msorozan at rihs.org Tue Nov 5 13:05:38 2002
From: msorozan at rihs.org (Meredith Paine Sorozan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: City Directories
Message-ID: <010301c284f5$f2937840$3600a8c0@conversent.net>
Thanks to all who responded... I have sold the volume to a private
individual who was interested.
Meredith
Meredith Paine Sorozan
Associate Library Director/Reference Librarian
RI Historical Society Library
121 Hope Street
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 273-8107
(401) 751-7930 fax
msorozan@rihs.org

From gshafer at lib.williamson-tn.org Tue Nov 5 17:37:03 2002
From: gshafer at lib.williamson-tn.org (Geneva Shafer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Fees for Research
Message-ID: <3DC8561F.A1FA0EAB@lib.williamson-tn.org>
Thank you for all the replies that were sent to my previous request. I
have received a good mix of information and should be able to set our
new research fees at a reasonable rate.
Geneva M. Shafer
Williamson County Public Library
Franklin, Tennessee

From tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us Thu Nov 7 08:28:44 2002
From: tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us (Toni Benson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: State Collections

In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-7508-192828-2002.11.05-18.37.40-tbenson#monroe.lib.mi.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <PEENJEMOBHFIFLHEFPEKGEJKCFAA.tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us>
Dear List:
Our library is currently discussing the best shelving arrangement for our
Michigan books. At present, we have them marked with an "M" on the spine,
but they are shelved intermingled with all of the rest of the adult
non-fiction. I find this very cumbersome for the patrons.
I would appreciate hearing from other libraries and how they handle their
"state" books. I've seen some libraries that have a separate section for
their Michigan books and I tend to think that this would be better, but I
need some feedback from other locations to support my case.
Thanks,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI
-----Original Message----From: Geneva Shafer [mailto:gshafer@lib.williamson-tn.org]
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 3:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Fees for Research
Thank you for all the replies that were sent to my previous request. I
have received a good mix of information and should be able to set our
new research fees at a reasonable rate.
Geneva M. Shafer
Williamson County Public Library
Franklin, Tennessee
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us
To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe genealib
Yourfirstname Yourlastname"

From tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us Thu Nov 7 08:28:45 2002
From: tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us (Toni Benson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Local History Collection Policy
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-7508-192828-2002.11.05-18.37.40-tbenson#monroe.lib.mi.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <PEENJEMOBHFIFLHEFPEKIEJKCFAA.tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us>

Dear List,
I currently have a patron that is trying to set up policies for a Local
History/Archives collection and she wanted me to collect collection policies
from other institutions.
If any of you have your Local History policies in a written or published
format, I would appreciate hearing about them so that I may provide this
patron with some documentation to start with. I would be happy to have
copies by e-mail or you can provide me with a url.
Thanks for the expertise that this list provides,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI
-----Original Message----From: Geneva Shafer [mailto:gshafer@lib.williamson-tn.org]
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 3:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Fees for Research
Thank you for all the replies that were sent to my previous request. I
have received a good mix of information and should be able to set our
new research fees at a reasonable rate.
Geneva M. Shafer
Williamson County Public Library
Franklin, Tennessee
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us
To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe genealib
Yourfirstname Yourlastname"

From lnaukam at libraryweb.org Thu Nov 7 09:59:28 2002
From: lnaukam at libraryweb.org (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: E-Obituary
References: <LYRIS-138350-193446-2002.11.07-08.32.18-lnaukam#libraryweb.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DCA7FCF.EA94505A@libraryweb.org>
We have recently been contacted with sales info by E-vancedsolutions,
which offers a product called E-Obituary. We have looked at the small
test database and their web pages, but wonder if anyone has seen the
production in a live setting or has purchased it.

Larry Naukam
Rochester NY PL

From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Thu Nov 7 12:32:15 2002
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: State codes on spines
Message-ID: <3E9C7DFB48C5804D8637FFFDF646C80615DEB9@london.greensboronc.org>
Wally,
We use a very non-DDC classification system for our genealogy materials (organized
alpha by state and county) and it has created some of the same phenomenon you
describe where users easily overlook multi-state and multi-county items. My users
also rarely use the catalog, but they never used it before the changes anyway.
They just left not having found anything.
The tradeoffs are well worth it. My feeling is that traditional DDC renders
virtually all genealogical material hard to find. Modifying the system in any way
that makes it easier is an improvement. If some materials remain overlooked, just
think of how much more would be overlooked without a different call number
system/labels/etc. And let's not even mention the LC nightmare.
Arthur
Anyone interested in our mostly-homegrown classification system can view it here:
http://www.greensborolibrary.org/genealogy/class.htm
Another source of information on genealogical classification can be had from the
article "Arranging Roots" (Library Resources & Technical Services, v.41, no.4,
October, 1997: p.339). The article describes Rowan County (NC) Public Library's
reclassification efforts, upon which I based many of our changes.
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
PO Box 3178
Greensboro, NC 27402-3178
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us
www.greensborolibrary.org/
-----Original Message----From:
Wally Waits [mailto:history@eok.lib.ok.us]
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 1:02 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] State codes on spines
I am an admitted enabler. After numerous requests from patrons, I
agreed eight years ago to pull books from our "at large" special
collection for genealogy and local history. Each book that contained
material specifically for a single state had a postal code for that
state taped above the call number. Multiple-state books went back in
to the "at large" collection.

Now we have almost 50 collections ranging for 001 to 999 in the Dewey
System arranged alphabetically by state. Our patrons are able to
understand that AR is for Arkansas and OK stands for Oklahoma. They
migrate with ease from collection to collection as their research
dictates.
There are, I believe, three negative consequences to using this syste m.
It seems that our patrons-while bragging about our collection and th e ease of
using it-seem to just pass by the "at large" collection without a second glance.
Thus, I find myself often drawing a patron's atte ntion to non-state and multiplestate works that do not have state codes on their spine.
The second consequence seems to be the avoidance of the public catalog
on computer. Without having to find a call number to locate most of the
books relating to a specific state, I believe I am seeing a drop off in
catalog use.
The third consequence I believe I see is this. Because our catalog d oes not
reflect the state arrangement, non-special collections staff have difficulty in
locating a particular work. In some ways, the state arrangement can be said to not
be efficient when a patron or a staff person does use our catalog.
Wally Waits
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
Muskogee Public Library

From menke at wichita.lib.ks.us Thu Nov 7 11:49:59 2002
From: menke at wichita.lib.ks.us (Michelle Enke)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: State Collections
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-151946-193445-2002.11.07-08.31.33--menke#wichita.lib
.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYRIS-7508-192828-2002.11.05-18.37.40-tbenson#monroe.lib.mi.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20021107111500.03d24be0@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
Toni:
At my last job, the public library had a Missouri Collection. This
collection had both reference and circulating copies of non-fiction books
relating to a broad range of Missouri topics. The books had an "M" in the
call number and were noted in the online catalog as being located in the
Missouri Collection. To make these items easier to shelve, there was a
small white sticker with the outline of the state placed on the spine of
each Missouri item.
An additional benefit to having a separate Missouri Collection was that
these books had a lesser chance of being weeded than if they were located
in the general collection. With staff changes, etc., it is sometimes hard
to keep the selectors knowledgeable regarding obscure Missouri topics and
these sometimes were accidentally weeded. We had one selector for the
whole Missouri Collection, spanning all the Dewey numbers.
In addition, patrons liked that they could find books on Missouri in one
area. They could find history, science, biographies, etc., and many titles
had both a circulating and a reference copy.

The one drawback to having a separate collection was that our Missouri
Collection was located in a hard to find area. It should have been easier
to find by the browsing public.
If you have any further questions, just ask!

Hope this helps.

Michelle Enke
Local Historian
At 08:28 AM 11/7/02 -0800, Toni Benson wrote:
>Dear List:
>
>Our library is currently discussing the best shelving arrangement for our
>Michigan books. At present, we have them marked with an "M" on the spine,
>but they are shelved intermingled with all of the rest of the adult
>non-fiction. I find this very cumbersome for the patrons.
>
>I would appreciate hearing from other libraries and how they handle their
>"state" books. I've seen some libraries that have a separate section for
>their Michigan books and I tend to think that this would be better, but I
>need some feedback from other locations to support my case.
>
>
>Thanks,
>
>Toni I. Benson, Local History
>Van Buren District Library
>Decatur, MI
Michelle Enke
Local Historian
Wichita Public Library
223 S Main
Wichita, KS 67212
menke@wichita.lib.ks.us
(316)261-8566

From agometz at rhus.com Thu Nov 7 13:53:03 2002
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Genealogy collection in DDC
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20021107134047.00ab7f28@rhus.com>
At my first job, I was setting up a new genealogy collection from scratch
and was told that no call number could go more than 2 places beyond the
decimal point. To comply with this and to avoid what I thought of as the
"929 lump", I thought mainly in geographic terms. This was a Georgia
library and Georgia-wide items such as state histories, mug books, land
lotteries, will indexes, etc. etc. all went into 975.8. County items -histories, abstracts, etc. -- went into 975.81, in alphabetical order by
county.
If something could possibly be in a number other than 929, it went
there. For example a book on church records or church history (not
confined to one locale) went into the 200s.

The 929s were books on how to do genealogy and family histories -different decimal numbers of course.
It worked. It also meant that when there were copies of the books in the
circulating collection too, they were where a person would be browsing for
that topic, e.g. Georgia history, 975.8. (One of my pet peeves is the same
book spread all over the system with different base call numbers. Just my
eccentricity!)
Anne Gometz
http://www.rhus.com
"Mine and mine alone"

From csellers at japl.lib.in.us Fri Nov 8 11:34:29 2002
From: csellers at japl.lib.in.us (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: State Collections
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-95707-193445-2002.11.07-08.31.33-csellers#japl.lib.in.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <PFEOIOPJOBFGHEMIKLEDKEEECDAA.csellers@japl.lib.in.us>
Toni's query and the discussion following it makes me wonder:
Most of us seem to agree that neither DDC nor LC work well for local &
family history (for many reasons).
Most of us know genealogists don't like to use library catalogs. (Sometimes
I agree heartily with them that catalogs don't help locate material if an
item is not described adequately.)
So -- why don't "we" develop guidelines for cataloging state and local
history collections and genealogical materials -- in line with other
ALA/RUSA guidelines: http://www.ala.org/rusa/standard.html. Guidelines for
such cataloging could begin by modifying DDC, the Rowan County, NC, or
simlar systems, or could start over, taking subjects, localities, dates and
users into consideration.
I realize it would be difficult to recatalog large collections, but many
already have modified DDC or developed a home-grown system in recognition of
user needs. Recataloging smaller collections should not take an
unreasonable amount of time, considering the time better classification
could save both staff and users. Recommendations, reasons and a model
system should give libraries a place to start in dealing with such
collections.
On an out-of-state consultant's recommendation, our library just dismantled
its Indiana Collection (over my objections) and is moving circulating books
into the general nonfiction collection. This will include any circulating
manuals and handbooks as well as historical and genealogical resources. What
can happen already has been covered in earlier messages.
Once the materials are recataloged, the intention is to develop
bibliographies to assist users in finding the material. Weeding will be
done by persons not likely to be aware of the value of those ugly old books
that do not have high circulation. The bibliographer will not be aware of

the withdrawals.
We apparently will continue to have a local history collection that may or
may not take into consideration that our county was formed from other
counties and the Indiana & Northwest Territories. A cemetery inventory by
one author may end up several shelves away from a similar one by another
author.
Anyone out there ready to work on standard classification guidelines for
materials used by Librarians Serving Genealogists?
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist
Jackson County Public Library
Seymour IN
-----Original Message----From: Toni Benson [mailto:tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us]
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 11:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] State Collections
Dear List:
Our library is currently discussing the best shelving arrangement for our
Michigan books. At present, we have them marked with an "M" on the spine,
but they are shelved intermingled with all of the rest of the adult
non-fiction. I find this very cumbersome for the patrons.
I would appreciate hearing from other libraries and how they handle their
"state" books. I've seen some libraries that have a separate section for
their Michigan books and I tend to think that this would be better, but I
need some feedback from other locations to support my case.
Thanks,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI

From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Nov 8 11:52:30 2002
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Sad News....Bill Filby
Message-ID: <16f.16cbac28.2afd45ce@aol.com>
We have received word that Bill Filby has passed away at age 91 at his home
in Maryland. The "Dean" of genealogical librarians, Bill was highly regarded
by all who knew him. An accomplished author, librarian and historian Bill was
responsible for the creation of many of the core reference tools that we use
everyday.
I first met Bill in the early 1970's at the meetings of the ALA Genealogy
Committee. He was a long-term member of that and related ALA committees.
Informed, witty and great to be with he added alot to the meetings and to our

knowledge of the field.
He was formerly the Library Director of the Maryland Historical Society.
Following his retirement he continued with his extensive publishing career
producing well over 100 volumes. During WWII he was involved with
counter-espionage and intelligence work. He was honored by all. He was a
Fellow of the Society of Genealogists, London; the Manuscript Society; and
the National Genealogical Society. In 1993 he was the first recipient of the
Genealogical Publishing Co. Award given at the ALA annual meeting. Although
slowing down physically in his later years, in 1999, he was able to attend
the first presentation of the Filby Prize which went to Lloyd Bockstruck
(Dallas PL). The award is provided by Scholarly Resources and given annually
by the NGS at their annual meeting. It honors the qualities and
accomplishments that Bill brought to the field. In 2000 he received the ASG
Certificate of Appreciation for his "wide contributions to the genealogical
community".
Bill was a man of multiple career and many accomplishments. He will be deeply
missed by all who knew him and by those who rely on his many reference books.
Our sympathy goes out to his wife Vera.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Past Chair, ALA Genealogy Committee
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Phone: 860-346-4375
Cell Phone: 860-670-0175
FAX: 860-347-9874
Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.godfrey.org
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From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Nov 8 15:04:27 2002
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: CT State Library closed this Sat. and Mon.
Message-ID: <sdcbd283.017@po.cslib.org>
The Library and the Museum of Connecticut History will be closed on
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, November 9 - 11, in observance of the
Veterans' Day holiday.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.

Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From jlhamblin at yahoo.com Fri Nov 8 19:57:45 2002
From: jlhamblin at yahoo.com (Jenny Hamblin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: State books
Message-ID: <20021109035745.72150.qmail@web14909.mail.yahoo.com>
In response to the query on how to catalog state
books, I will respond on how we catalog our genealogy
collection. We are fortunate to have a whole room
dedicated to genealogy. It's only about 15x15 ft.,
but it is a great collection.
We designate all materials in it by GEN (for
genealogy), then the dewey number for it. For example,
our New Mexico books are found at 978.9, with specific
counties further added, ie. Roosevelt County is
978.932. We use the Cutter-Sanborn table for author
names. However, we have our collection divided into 3
sections: family histories, general reference, and
then by state. We have decided to keep the state
books in alphabetical order to keep it easy for
browsing.
I have been given the task to catalog our genealogy
collection, in which most of the books were not
catalogued. (I have been an avid genealogist for
about 20 years and worked in a library for about 5.)
I am not even half way through cataloging, so it is
not a perfect system yet. So far I think it will work
great for us, especially since we have a relatively
small collection.
Any ideas or suggestions is appreciated.
Jenny Hamblin
Circulation Supervisor
Portales Public Library
Portales, New Mexico
__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
From diane at kovacs.com Mon Nov 11 06:16:22 2002
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: "Genealogical Research on the Web" Web-based
Message-ID: <v04220808b9f53f261d35@[192.168.1.14]>

Workshop

"Genealogical Research on the Web" Part 1: How to Get Started: The
Basics of Genealogical Research on the Internet "Web-based Workshop

is FREE.

(Beginners Genealogical Research on the Internet" )

To continue in the workshop you will need to purchase Genealogical
Research on the Web 2002 Neal-Schuman
http://www.neal-schuman.com/db/1/281.html.
Part 2. How to Find and Use Basic Genealogical Reference and
Documentation Tools on the Web
Part 3. How to Network with Living Family Members and/or Fellow
Genealogical Researchers
Part 4. How to Locate International, African American, and Native
American Ancestors; Heraldry and Lineage Societies
The Web-based workshop materials work with the content of the text.
You will also work with the author/instructor as you proceed.
Learning activities, readings, and short projects earn 18 Contact
hours for Continuing Education.
This workshop is free, but registration is required for
communications with the instructor - you will *not* be put on a
mailing list.
Register anytime to work-at-your-own pace in 2002 with the instructor
through e-mail and Web.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genweb.html
Register at http://www.kovacs.com/genbook/genbook.html
or http://www.kovacs.com/register.html for just Part 1
Overview
In this Web-based hands-on workshop, students will learn the basics
of genealogical research within the context of using the Internet for
genealogical research.
Audience
No genealogical research knowledge is assumed.
The workshop might also be useful for those who assist others in
doing genealogical research.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs
Genealogical Research on the

Web 2002 Neal-Schuman

http://www.neal-schuman.com/db/1/281.html
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web Training
From GenAnnual at aol.com Mon Nov 11 09:31:54 2002
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Filby Obituary from the Baltimore Sun
Message-ID: <1a5.bc0bb77.2b01195a@aol.com>
P. William Filby, 90, chief librarian, director of Maryland Historical
Society
By Frederick N. Rasmussen
(Baltimore) Sun Staff. Originally published November 9, 2002
P. William Filby, former director of the <A
HREF="http://entertainment.sunspot.net/top/1,1419,p-artslife-art-X!PlaceDetail3048,00.html">Maryland Historical Society</A> and an
authority on "The Star-Spangled Banner," died of a stroke Nov. 2 at Laurel
Regional Hospital. He was 90 and lived in Savage. Mr. Filby was born and
raised in Cambridge, England. After attending the Cambridge and County High
School, he joined the Cambridge University Library, working in its rare-book
division.
After volunteering for the British army in 1940, he later transferred to the
British Intelligence Corps as a member of the cryptographic team at
Bletchley, England, where Germany's ULTRA code was broken. From 1943 until
the end of the war, he was head of the German Diplomatic Section. Discharged
with the rank of captain, he served with the British Foreign Service in
Cyprus, Germany and America.
In 1957, he married the former Vera R. Weakliem, and immigrated to Baltimore.
He was assistant director and librarian of the <A
HREF="http://www.sunspot.net/entertainment/visitor/college/bal-hlpeabody.story">Peabody Institute</A> Library from
1957 to 1965, when he joined the <A
HREF="http://entertainment.sunspot.net/top/1,1419,p-artslife-art-X!PlaceDetail3048,00.html">Maryland Historical Society</A> as its chief
librarian. In 1972, he succeeded Harold R. Manakee, who had been director of
the <A HREF="http://entertainment.sunspot.net/top/1,1419,p-artslife-art-X!
PlaceDetail-3048,00.html">Maryland Historical Society</A> for 10 years.
When Mr. Filby retired in 1978, he was credited with transforming the
historical society from a dusty provincial institution into one of national
stature. He helped reorganize its manuscript collection, which at the time
was some 2 million papers. Mr. Filby, a noted bibliophile, was a recognized
authority on "The Star-Spangled Banner," calligraphy and genealogy.
He was the author of six books - two on calligraphy, one on Cambridge
University and two on genealogy and heraldry. But it was his book,
Star-Spangled Books, written with Edward G. Howard and published by the <A
HREF="http://entertainment.sunspot.net/top/1,1419,p-artslife-art-X!PlaceDetail3048,00.html">
Maryland Historical Society</A> in 1972, that brought him wider fame. The book
corrected many commonly held beliefs, accepted as fact, about the writing of
the national anthem. "I don't see why kids should have to believe in
inaccurate stories," he told The New York Times in a 1972 interview. He
suggested that because it was raining the night the British attacked Fort

McHenry, it would have taken a gale to make the flag wave. "What Key saw was
a flag wrapped soggily around a pole," he said in the interview. And he
discounted the notion that Key scribbled lyrics on the back of an envelope.
"Envelopes were not in common use until 1840, so he probably wrote the words
on a piece of paper," he said. Mr. Filby also cast doubt on the idea that Key
stepped off a ship with four completed stanzas of the song ready for public
consumption. "He didn't come running ashore crying, 'Chaps, I've just
produced the national anthem,'" he said.
Mr. Filby was a member of the Grolier Club, the Manuscript Society, the
Bibliographical Society of America and the Baltimore Bibliophiles. Plans for
funeral services in England were incomplete yesterday. In addition to his
wife, he is survived by two sons, Guy Filby and Roderick Filby, both of
England; two daughters, Ann V. Chesworth of Canada and Jane V. Johnson of
England; four grandchildren; and a great-granddaughter.
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From tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us Tue Nov 12 07:57:39 2002
From: tbenson at monroe.lib.mi.us (Toni Benson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: FW: State Collections
Message-ID: <PEENJEMOBHFIFLHEFPEKGELNCFAA.tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us>

-----Original Message----From: Collin Hamer [mailto:cbhamer@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 11:43 AM
To: Toni Benson
Subject: Re: [genealib] State Collections
I forgot to send it to the list.
me? Thanks!

If you don't mind could you resend it for

Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
(504) 596-2614
Head, Louisiana Division
New Orleans Public Library
219 Loyola Avenue
New Orleans LA 70112-2044
e-mail: cbhamer@bellsouth.net
----- Original Message ----From: "Toni Benson" <tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us>
To: "Collin Hamer" <cbhamer@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 10:49 AM
Subject: RE: [genealib] State Collections
> Dear Mr. Hamer:
>
> Thank you for your reply. I am compiling responses as sort of poll to
> present to our administrators when the question arises again. I
appreciate
> your taking the time to tell me about your collection.

>
> Sincerely,
>
> Toni I. Benson, Local History
> Van Buren District Library
> Decatur, MI 49045
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Collin Hamer [mailto:cbhamer@bellsouth.net]
> Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 8:40 AM
> To: Toni Benson
> Subject: Re: [genealib] State Collections
>
>
> Our state books are shelved separately for each state starting with
Alabama.
> The cataloged books for each state have the postal code abbreviation above
> their call number on the bib record as well as the on the spine if they
were
> cataloged within the past ten years or so. Each book also has a large
black
> "G" as well as a separate label with the state spelled out on the side.
> Louisiana genealogy books have a large red "G". to assist the pages in
> reshelving. Since over half the collection was cataloged under old
policies
> that did not carry the call number out more than one place past the
decimal
> number, they do not have the state specific call numbers and they would be
> one big mess if we shelved them all together.
>
> Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
> (504) 596-2614
> Head, Louisiana Division
> New Orleans Public Library
> 219 Loyola Avenue
> New Orleans LA 70112-2044
> e-mail: cbhamer@bellsouth.net
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Toni Benson" <tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 10:28 AM
> Subject: [genealib] State Collections
>
>
> >
> > Dear List:
> >
> > Our library is currently discussing the best shelving arrangement for
our
> > Michigan books. At present, we have them marked with an "M" on the
spine,
> > but they are shelved intermingled with all of the rest of the adult
> > non-fiction. I find this very cumbersome for the patrons.
> >
> > I would appreciate hearing from other libraries and how they handle
their
> > "state" books. I've seen some libraries that have a separate section
for

>
I
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> their Michigan books and I tend to think that this would be better, but
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

need some feedback from other locations to support my case.
Thanks,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI

From LDUFFY at nehgs.org Tue Nov 12 13:04:08 2002
From: LDUFFY at nehgs.org (LDUFFY@nehgs.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: Librarian's Genealogy Desk Reference
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC452255D7@MAIL_NEHGS>
NEHGS is offering the 100-page bibliography, "Librarian's Genealogy Desk
Reference," to librarians and others serving genealogists for the cost of
shipping only.
The New England Historic Genealogical Society ran an IMLS-grant-funded
project called Genealogy Outreach: A Partnership Between Libraries & NEHGS
from October 1999 to April 2002. We exhibited and handed out the desk
reference at ALA in 2000, 2001, and Midwinter 2001, as well as at other
venues. We also used them in connection with many of the librarian
pre-conferences at NGS, FGS, and GENTECH. You may remember the reference
being mentioned several weeks ago on this list by Chad Leinaweaver who
edited and compiled the work when he was Director of Library User Access
Services at NEHGS.
The reference is available to anyone. Simply send a check for shipping,
depending upon quantity needed. Order as few or as many as you wish until
supplies are gone. The cost is $1 per piece for up to 9 copies, and $.50 (50
cents) per copy for 10 or more. (For example, 1 copy is $1, 7 copies would
be $7, and 23 copies would be $11.50.) If you wish to have 40 or more
copies, please contact me directly for pricing information.
Some information about the project continues to be available at
www.genoutreach.org. Other questions can be addressed directly to me via
email or phone. This is the original edition. It lists hundreds of books and
journals. It is described as: "Recommendations for a core genealogical
collection including national & regional titles, journals, CD-ROMs and
Internet sources." It is an attractive, helpful companion for genealogists
and anyone serving genealogists. In the past I have shipped several volumes
to library networks to use in training their staff.
Please send checks to me at the address below, payable to NEHGS. First-come,
first-served. Please don't forget to include your full shipping information
and the number of references you'd like us to send you.

Laura
Laura Prescott Duffy
Educational Services Coordinator
New England Historic Genealogical Society
PO Box 5089
Framingham, MA 01701
lduffy@nehgs.org
508-877-5750 x302
Visit NEHGS online at NewEnglandAncestors.org

From pal-am.lib at juno.com Wed Nov 13 16:05:25 2002
From: pal-am.lib at juno.com (Ann M Scott)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections
Message-ID: <20021113.160659.-268723.2.pal-am.lib@juno.com>
Friends,
I do the cataloging for our privately-funded German genealogical library
of approximately 5,000 v. We have always had separate, alphabetical
collections for the US state collections. We, too, currently use the
postal abbreviations for the states as well as 3-letter abreviated codes
for counties, where applicable, because of the limitations of our
cataloging software. We originally used the history classification nos.
of DDC for all US states and counties, intershelving history,
genealogical sources, description and travel, etc., under that history
number, but recent growth cried out for greater specificity in our
classification.
I recently refined our state system and emphasize that we are still in
the experimental stages, having begun only with selected areas of our
largest state/county collections. I wanted a system in which
sub-categories like travel books, cemetery records, church histories, tax
records, local histories, and church histories focussed on one state or
county would be shelved together under the umbrella of the appropriate
state/county code division. DDC numbers in combination with state and
county collection codes are accomplishing most of what I was seeking. I
place collections of histories of selected or pioneer families for a
county with the local histories under the history number for that county.
I use 929.5 for cemetery/burial records; 929.1 for genealogical guides
for the given state or county; 929.1'05 for "heavy genealogical
content"-type periodicals; and 929.1'06 for state/co. genealogical
society "society news"-type newsletters/calendars of events--all under
the appropriate state or state-county code. By way of example, the new
call number for the set of books Names in Stone : 75,000 Cemetery
Inscriptions from Frederick County, Maryland by Jacob Mehrling Holdcraft
follows:
MD-FRD
929.5
HOL
Note that we don't use Cutter numbers, preferring the more mnemonic
3-letter alpha codes that many public schools and small public libraries

use for authors, titles, series titles, etc. for the last line of our
call "numbers."
The 929.3 class for genealogical sources proved more challenging to
categorize to the level of specificity I desired. Here I had to add an
additional alpha code between the 929.3 and the author code (last line)
based on the type of source it represents. My inspiration here came from
the DAR Library's system, although its staff does not use DDC and is able
to "spell out" whole words (or nearly so) for categories of genealogical
sources in its unique catalog. Because our cataloging software limits us
to a total of 26 characters per call number/spine label, our category
codes for the 929.3s have to be short. We use the following for our
categories of 929.3 items, which I have tried to make as mnemonic as
possible:
CEN = Census [for these we also use the census year on the last line
instead of an author/title code]
CRT = Court records [used sparingly for court records not served by other
codes below]
GEN = Genealogical chart collections of state or co. society
LND = Land records
MIG = Emigration, immigration, naturalization & passenger lists
MIL = Military records [used sparingly--class. no. for specific war
preferred where applicable]
MSC = Miscellanea [used sparingly for things like newspaper abstracts in
which no single type of record, like vital, predominates]
PRO = Probate Court records [used for wills and intestate cases]
TAX = Tax records
VIT = Vital records [used for both civil and appropriate church (births,
deaths & sacraments) records]
To illustrate, our volumes of the Maryland German Church Records series
edited by Frederick S. Weiser for Frederick County, Maryland, are classed
under the following label:
MD-FRD
929.3
VIT
WEI [for series editor Weiser to keep all v. of the series together]
If we had a volume of 1850 census records profiling just the families of
Frederick County, it would have the label
MD-FRD
929.3
CEN
1850
. . . and so on.
Of course, a library using Cutter numbers could add an alpha-numeric
Cutter code for the 929.3 categories listed above and accomplish
essentially the same thing in terms of shelving.
Watch our Web site (http://www.palam.org/) for a link to a full Web
catalog planned for early 2003 for more examples of our state collection
classification system--or contact me with questions. The searchable
holdings list currently on the site does not reflect the new system
described above.

It's too soon to report as to the overall success of the new scheme in
terms of staff and patron ease, etc. We have more than our share of
misshelved books but are understaffed with shelvers and shelf-readers, it
is difficult to judge whether the new system has contributed to the
problem. Clearly, more staff training and patron orientation (and perhaps
signage for county codes) will be needed as more of the collection is
converted. The greatest drawback will be the system's uniqueness, I
suspect. I support the suggestion of Charlotte Sellers (GENEALIB, 8 Nov.
2002, message #1) that genealogical catalogers need to get together and
standardize a system that works! I am anxious to read about Rowan Co.
(NC) Public Library's system--thanks for the reference, Charlotte!
Cordially,
Ann Miller Scott, MSLS
National Librarian
Palatines to America
611 East Weber Road
Columbus OH 43211-1097
pal-am.lib@juno.com
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From ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us Wed Nov 13 16:47:08 2002
From: ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us (Gregg Grunow)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:04 2003
Subject: microfilm rental organizations
Message-ID: <web-63537746@visi.net>
Hello all,
I am a new genealogy librarian and new to genealib. I
would like to ask for your help. I was informed yesterday
that HeritageQuest has discontinued the AGLL microfilm
rental program. Other than the NARA Census Microfilm
Rental Program are there any other sources for the rental
of microfilm for military records, especially Confederate,
The War of 1812, Spanish American War and Mexican War?
I appreciate any guidance.
Thank You,
Gregg Grunow
Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)
From washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us Wed Nov 13 17:53:13 2002
From: washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us (washingg)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections
References: <LYRIS-7750-195097-2002.11.13-16.10.53-washingg#mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DD2D7D9.177EBEC8@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us>
We use the DDC numbers with an abbreviation for counties. For instance
a cemetery book for Frederick County, Maryland, edited by Weiser would
be catalogued:
975.2Fre
Wei
In this way all of the materials related specifically to Frederick
County are grouped together on the shelf in alphabetical order by
author's surname. Additionally, the counties are in alphabetical order
with each state's section, which our patrons enjoy. Strict adherence to
DDC would result in long numbers many of our patrons would find
annoying, especially given the great many books we have in the 900s.
Our family histories are all under 929.2 and are in alphabetical order
by author's name. These are best accessed looking up family names as
subject headings in the catalog.
General histories of a state come at the beginning of the state section.
For instance the History of Georgia, edited by Kenneth Coleman is
975.8
Col
While we are contemplating some changes when more space allows, the
system works very well and our patrons find it very easy to use.
Eventually, we would like to pull the census indices out of the stacks
and place them in one place, perhaps in alphabetical order by state
name. For now, they are found at the end of each state's section. For
instance, Georgia's is
975.8293
Geo
and Virginia's is
975.5293
Vir
In using this method, we have kept the collection accessible and
organized. Still, it is interesting to learn how other libraries cope
with the issues that come up in organizing and maintaining a collection.
Christopher Stokes, Ph.D.
Washington Memorial Library
Genealogical and Historical Room
1180 Washington Avenue
Macon, Georgia 31201

We have more than 28,000 volumes in a collection that is strong in
histories and records of the original 13 states up through the Civil War

and of southern states up through 1930.
Ann M Scott wrote:
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Friends, I do the cataloging for our privately-funded German
genealogical library of approximately 5,000 v. We have always had
separate, alphabetical collections for the US state collections. We,
too, currently use the postal abbreviations for the states as well as
3-letter abreviated codes for counties, where applicable, because of
the limitations of our cataloging software. We originally used the
history classification nos. of DDC for all US states and counties,
intershelving history, genealogical sources, description and travel,
etc., under that history number, but recent growth cried out for
greater specificity in our classification. I recently refined our
state system and emphasize that we are still in the experimental
stages, having begun only with selected areas of our largest
state/county collections. I wanted a system in which sub-categories
like travel books, cemetery records, church histories, tax records,
local histories, and church histories focussed on one state or county
would be shelved together under the umbrella of the appropriate
state/county code division. DDC numbers in combination with state and
county collection codes are accomplishing most of what I was seeking.
I place collections of histories of selected or pioneer families for a
county with the local histories under the history number for that
county. I use 929.5 for cemetery/burial records; 929.1 for
genealogical guides for the given state or county; 929.1'05 for "heavy
genealogical content"-type periodicals; and 929.1'06 for state/co.
genealogical society "society news"-type newsletters/calendars of
events--all under the appropriate state or state-county code. By way
of example, the new call number for the set of books Names in Stone :
75,000 Cemetery Inscriptions from Frederick County, Maryland by Jacob
Mehrling Holdcraft follows: MD-FRD
929.5
HOL Note that we don't
use Cutter numbers, preferring the more mnemonic 3-letter alpha codes
that many public schools and small public libraries use for authors,
titles, series titles, etc. for the last line of our call
"numbers." The 929.3 class for genealogical sources proved more
challenging to categorize to the level of specificity I desired. Here
I had to add an additional alpha code between the 929.3 and the author
code (last line) based on the type of source it represents. My
inspiration here came from the DAR Library's system, although its
staff does not use DDC and is able to "spell out" whole words (or
nearly so) for categories of genealogical sources in its unique
catalog. Because our cataloging software limits us to a total of 26
characters per call number/spine label, our category codes for the
929.3s have to be short. We use the following for our categories of
929.3 items, which I have tried to make as mnemonic as possible: CEN =
Census [for these we also use the census year on the last line instead
of an author/title code]CRT = Court records [used sparingly for court
records not served by other codes below]GEN = Genealogical chart
collections of state or co. societyLND = Land recordsMIG = Emigration,
immigration, naturalization & passenger listsMIL = Military records
[used sparingly--class. no. for specific war preferred where
applicable]MSC = Miscellanea [used sparingly for things like newspaper
abstracts in which no single type of record, like vital,
predominates]PRO = Probate Court records [used for wills and intestate
cases]TAX = Tax recordsVIT = Vital records [used for both civil and
appropriate church (births, deaths & sacraments) records] To
illustrate, our volumes of the Maryland German Church Records series
edited by Frederick S. Weiser for Frederick County, Maryland, are

> classed under the following label: MD-FRD
929.3
VIT
WEI [for
> series editor Weiser to keep all v. of the series together] If we had
> a volume of 1850 census records profiling just the families of
> Frederick County, it would have the label MD-FRD
929.3
CEN
> 1850 . . . and so on. Of course, a library using Cutter numbers could
> add an alpha-numeric Cutter code for the 929.3 categories listed above
> and accomplish essentially the same thing in terms of shelving. Watch
> our Web site (http://www.palam.org/) for a link to a full Web catalog
> planned for early 2003 for more examples of our state collection
> classification system--or contact me with questions. The searchable
> holdings list currently on the site does not reflect the new system
> described above. It's too soon to report as to the overall success of
> the new scheme in terms of staff and patron ease, etc. We have more
> than our share of misshelved books but are understaffed with shelvers
> and shelf-readers, it is difficult to judge whether the new system has
> contributed to the problem. Clearly, more staff training and patron
> orientation (and perhaps signage for county codes) will be needed as
> more of the collection is converted. The greatest drawback will be the
> system's uniqueness, I suspect. I support the suggestion of Charlotte
> Sellers (GENEALIB, 8 Nov. 2002, message #1) that genealogical
> catalogers need to get together and standardize a system that works! I
> am anxious to read about Rowan Co. (NC) Public Library's
> system--thanks for the reference, Charlotte! Cordially,
> Ann Miller Scott, MSLSNational LibrarianPalatines to America
> 611 East Weber Road
> Columbus OH 43211-1097
> pal-am.lib@juno.com--> You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
> washingg@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us
> To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
> $subst('Email.Unsub')
> To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
> lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe
> genealib Yourfirstname Yourlastname"
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From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Nov 13 18:15:32 2002
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: microfilm & 1910 print indexes
Message-ID: <10d.1ada58bb.2b043714@aol.com>
While HQ did drop its rental program you can still purchase film from them by
contacting:
Jerry Millar
(800) 760-2455 x1743
He can still provide film (books, etc.) by the reel or by the set/series. In
speaking with him he told me that they are offering a pre-publication
discount on the 1910 printed census indexes if ordered before Dec 15th.
> Hello all,
>
> I am a new genealogy librarian and new to genealib.

I

>
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>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

would like to ask for your help. I was informed yesterday
that HeritageQuest has discontinued the AGLL microfilm
rental program. Other than the NARA Census Microfilm
Rental Program are there any other sources for the rental
of microfilm for military records, especially Confederate,
The War of 1812, Spanish American War and Mexican War?
I appreciate any guidance.
Thank You,
Gregg Grunow
Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From CHagler at michigan.gov Wed Nov 13 17:04:06 2002
From: CHagler at michigan.gov (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections
Message-ID: <sdd2b121.010@gwia02.state.mi.us>
Dear List:
Why go through this, it seems like so much extra work? Is it just
because you want to make it easier to browse the collection or to make
locating things easier for the patrons rather than have them using the
catalog? Are you doing your patrons a disservice by spoiling them? What
is going to happen when they go to another larger library were things
are not laid out so neat and tidy?
The Library of Michigan used the LC classification system. We are large
enough to have a separate genealogy and Michigan collections. It also
includes microforms, AV's, computers, CD-ROMS, periodicals, newspapers,
maps and atlases, as well as books. This maybe the reason why the
Library is not addressing this issue or feel a need to.
Sincerely,
Charles Hagler
Librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From SadoskiBA at ci.anchorage.ak.us Thu Nov 14 10:29:04 2002
From: SadoskiBA at ci.anchorage.ak.us (Sadoski, Beverly A.)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: FW: State collections
Message-ID: <EF9694A57B14D611B4310090274D566A019EE95E@DILBERT>
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-----Original Message----From:
Sadoski, Beverly A.
Sent:
Wednesday, November 13, 2002 6:05 PM
To: 'GENEALIB-L@lists.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: State collections
I particularly like the way that the Family History Library has dealt with
this problem. They use the state number, down to
the county and city level, add a designated letter, e.g. V for Vital
Records, and then cutter by the author. The beauty of
this system is that areas can also be designated using the broad regional
numbers, e.g. 974, 975,etc.
Examples:
979.777
V25t
Mrs Jack Troffer

Marriage records of King County, 1853-1884, by

979.7772
V2s
Seattle death records, 1881-1907, by the South
King County Genealogical Society (Kent,
Washington)
As a user as well as a staff member I am not pleased with our present
arrangement which is copy cataloging from
LC. It is also the biggest frustration of our local genealogical society.
In fact, they have created a large notebook
as an "index" since our books are found everywhere. I am not in the
Reference Department anymore due to a downsizing
which put me in the Children's Section so I am not in a position to do
anything about the situation. I will be retiring after
the first of the year so I doubt that anything will happen.
Check some of your genealogy titles in the Family History Library and see
what they did--it's an eye-opener.
Bev Sadoski
Anchorage

From pal-am.lib at juno.com Thu Nov 14 14:33:36 2002
From: pal-am.lib at juno.com (Ann M Scott)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: No way to run a grocery store--or a library! Rationale for our state
collection
Message-ID: <20021114.143403.-348245.0.pal-am.lib@juno.com>
Friends,
Please allow me to respond via the list to Dr. Stokes' and Charles
Hagler's responses to my post yesterday, since they published their
respective responses on the list.

Like Dr. Stokes' library, everything within each alphabetical state or
county section of our library was once essentially shelved in order by
author. But in a LARGE collection of hundreds or even dozens of volumes,
I contend that such a system violates the central, basic principle of
cataloging that at least I was taught (SLS UNC-Chapel Hill) that when a
patron picks a book up on the shelf--whether he found it by browsing or
by using the catalog--he should be able to expect to find books devoted
to the same topic next to it on the shelf. (Of course there are
exceptions because some books address more than one topic in
depth--that's why we should all be educating our patrons on the rationale
for using a catalog.) But really, isn't lumping all the Pennsylvania
books together separating only by author a lot like arranging all the
canned vegetables in a grocery store by canning co. rather than by TYPE
of vegetable? I don't know any grocery stores that do that, and I suspect
there's a good reason for it: CONVENIENCE to the customer, and I'm sure
it translates into money saved or money made to the owners of the stores
or they wouldn't do it that way.
Our basic problem is that neither DDC nor LC inherantly offers the degree
of specifity that we need to accomplish what every grocer knows how to do
well. Without using a Cutter no. or customized, in-house code, in DDC for
example, the only way to sub-categorize 929.3 Genealogical Sources is
geographically, which most of us don't need because we prefer the
alphabetical code arrangement over DDC's regional classes. And if your
library follows ABRIDGED DDC, 929.3 isn't even an option to you. Compare
this deficiency with what even ABRIDGED DDC offers for the subclasses of
Handicrafts 745.5, where one can distinguish whether a hand-crafted item
is made from shells (745.55) or beads (745.58), e.g. Why should we offer
less specificity in our genealogical research libraries? A patron using
the catalog should not have to go to six different shelves to find all
six books we might own of vital records for Pennsylvania as a whole, each
separated by dozens of "PA" books that have nothing to do with vital
records or each other!
Until someone comes along and creates that level of specificity into DDC
nos. for genealogy or devises an entirely new system as medical
librarians did long ago, I decided to try the method I proposed largely
because it accomplished a need I recognized the simplest way possible
with what I had to work with; the DDC numbers are easily available to me
for most titles through a subscription service based on LC--all I have to
do is add the collection and author codes + 929.3 code where
applicable.This meant I was not completely re-inventing the wheel by
devising, e.g., a totally alpha system that would not have the benefit of
any standards-compliant features. My experimental plan is NOT ideal; I
pointed out the weaknesses yesterday. We probably will not use different
DDC nos. for states or counties for which we only have a few titles. But
until the field comes up with a workable, standardized system that at
least organizes our genealogical libraries as well as your corner grocery
store, I will keep looking for a system for our larger state/co. sections
that best serves my patrons--all of them, browsers AND catalog users,
because that is what I was taught to do and I am at least 50 % realist:
converting a browser to a catalog-user is a little like trying to change
a man after you've married him! Besides, I don't think the browser vs.
catalog-user issue is particularly relevant here. If you are a grocer,
are you organizing your shelves for the shopper who makes a shopping list
or the one who doesn't and simply browses the shelves? Don't both types
of customers benefit from organized shelves (for comparison shopping,
e.g.), and don't you need to appeal to the needs of both to KEEP as many
customers as possible?

As for Charles' point about non-book formats, I understand these issues.
We currently shelve our periodicals with our books, and classify our rare
and multimedia collections strictly by DDC, since they are closed
collections anyway as a matter of security.
Thanks to everyone involved in this thread--especially to the one who
opened up this can of worms in the first place. Even if we all don't
share the same philosophy, some important problems have come to light,
and that's a beginning to bring about the changes that may solve the
problems that some of us have encountered. You've heard the last word
from me on the topic, but I hope other catalogers who have tried
something different will share their ideas. No one will come up with a
new standard until we each stop doing our own little thing in isolation.
Thank you GENEALIB for offering this forum.
Cordially,
Ann Miller Scott, MSLS
National Librarian
Palatines to America
611 East Weber Road
Columbus OH 43211-1097
pal-am.lib@juno.com
________________________________________________________________
Sign Up for Juno Platinum Internet Access Today
Only $9.95 per month!
Visit www.juno.com
From washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us Thu Nov 14 17:19:18 2002
From: washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us (washingg)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: No way to run a grocery store--or a library
Message-ID: <3DD42166.B872389E@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us>
Friends:
I have to agree with Ann Miller Scott; the prevailing cataloguing
systems used in genealogy libraries are not as convenient as could be
desired, for either librarians or patrons. I very much appreciate the
convenience and the greater degree of specificity Ms. Scott's system
offers. But of course, I can see resistance to any new system--a big
problem would be the work involved in re-cataloging thousands of volumes
in libraries such as ours that have long used a less detailed system.
Still, she is right to question why we should be willing to "offer less
specificity in our genealogical research libraries" than what is offered
for categories (such as hand-crafted items from shells or beads) in more
general library collections. Many thanks to Ms. Scott for sharing an
obviously well-considered perspective that deserves more discussion and
consideration.
Very truly yours,
Christopher Stokes, Ph.D.
Washington Memorial Library
Genealogical and Historical Room
1180 Washignton Avenue
Macon, Georgia 31201-1790

stokesc@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us

From Karen.Stanley at cityofhouston.net Fri Nov 15 08:23:50 2002
From: Karen.Stanley at cityofhouston.net (Stanley, Karen - HPL)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections
Message-ID: <348FBE34318BB843B057E1EE040FDA5001280BD7@611wex03.cityofhouston.net>
Clayton Library uses a modified form of DDC that groups books by state.
Within the state, the general sources are filed by call number, but county
books are filed under the county name. We only organize county books by
call number if we have several shelves for that county; otherwise, we don't
attempt to keep them in order within the county. Bound periodicals are at
the end of the state in alpha order by title. The same state/county
organization is used for microfilm, vertical files, and subject
bibliographies.
Yes, this is done to facilitate browsing - but it also considerably reduces
staff time, which is important given increasing staff shortages imposed by a
city-wide hiring freeze.
Shelving takes half the time when you don't have
to worry about exact item location for 75% of the books, and it's easier to
train volunteers to shelve. Also, the organization makes sense to the
patrons, so we don't have to spend as much staff time helping people to find
books. And when the computer catalog goes down, we can still find most
items easily. With a 100% open-stack collection the size of Clayton's, a
little efficiency goes a long way.
We have a detailed description of our classification system that I will be
happy to send off-list; just email me directly if you want a copy.
Karen Stanley
karen.stanley@cityofhouston.net <mailto:karen.stanley@cityofhouston.net>
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004
832-393-2600
http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton
<http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton>
-----Original Message----From: Charles Hagler [mailto:CHagler@michigan.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2002 4:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: How we handle state collections
Dear List:
Why go through this, it seems like so much extra work? Is it just because
you want to make it easier to browse the collection or to make locating
things easier for the patrons rather than have them using the catalog? Are
you doing your patrons a disservice by spoiling them? What is going to
happen when they go to another larger library were things are not laid out
so neat and tidy?

The Library of Michigan used the LC classification system. We are large
enough to have a separate genealogy and Michigan collections. It also
includes microforms, AV's, computers, CD-ROMS, periodicals, newspapers, maps
and atlases, as well as books. This maybe the reason why the Library is not
addressing this issue or feel a need to.
Sincerely,
Charles Hagler
Librarian
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: Karen.Stanley@cityofhouston.net
To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe genealib
Yourfirstname Yourlastname"

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Nov 15 09:51:16 2002
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: State Collections
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1606713D@chinn1.co.prince-william.va.us>
I have followed the discussion of state special collections with interest.
The shelving arrangement of our special (Virginiana) collection has always
been a matter of importance to us. Our non-circulating research collection
is in a separate room from the library's circulating holdings. One of our
staff came up with the great idea of putting yellow dots on the spines of
any of our non-circulating books for which we have circulating copies.
Users of our special collection immediately know that they may be able to
take home a copy of the book they are using. This has worked very well for
us. That the circulating books are shelved separately means we don't have
to find space for them within our limited area.
Regarding the arrangement of the books themselves, within the collection:
We use standard DDC, but we have developed a number of special rules
(enhancements) that have made use of the collection easier, by keeping like
materials closer together.
All local historical and genealogical materials dealing with a specific
local place (county or city) are filed with the (history) number for that
place. For example: Prince William County, Virginia (history and sources)
is classed at 975.527.
Since Dewey arranges the counties within each state geographically rather
than numerically, we have printed an alphabetic list that hangs near the
stacks, which allows patrons to quickly find the number for their locality.
Our customers have responded very positively to this arrangement. When they
are searching for an ancestor, geography is the primary criteria for finding
pertinent materials. We have tried to help them find that geographic
material as easily as possible. The geographic arrangement of DDC also
allows the researcher to quickly go to adjacent counties when expanding
their research.
For our own local area we have added subdivision beyond what is provided in
DDC, using DDC rules as patterns. For example: 975.52701 for prehistory

and archaeology of Prince William,
975.5273 for localities within Prince William [redefining the DDC number],
975.52731 for Dumfries,
975.52732 for Haymarket,
975.52734 for Manassas [an existing DDC number],
975.52736 for Manassas Park [an existing DDC number],
975.52737 for Occoquan, and
975.52738 for Quantico.
(These are our towns and cities with their own governments.)
I have toyed with the idea of sorting materials within each geographic
region by material type (such as histories, biographies, vital records,
cemeteries, deeds, probate, churches, etc.) but have not come up with a
system I am satisfied with. Am intrigued by the idea of letter codes to
sort those categories, as used by someone else on this list.
Here are some other rules we have adopted:
Family histories: Sort by family name, followed by first three letters of
the author's surname. All individual family histories are filed at 929.2,
regardless of geographic location. For example, a history of the Lewis
family by Grace Moses:
929.2
Lewis
Mos
We shorten some DDC numbers by dropping out -09- when appropriate
(historical/geographical standard subdivision). Examples:
929.2411 = Families of Scotland (compendia) [Not 929.209411]
929.273 = Families of the United States (compendia)
929.2755 = Families of Virginia (compendia)
929.3411 = Genealogical sources for Scotland
929.373 = Genealogical sources for United States
929.3755 = Genealogical sources for Virginia
For works on particular ethnic groups, we have used Table 5 from DDC, but
attached it after -1- (which is not used in DDC), instead of after -089-.
Examples:
929.21924 = Families of Jewish descent (compendia). [Not 929.2089924]
929.316 = Sources for persons of Hispanic descent. [Not 929.30896]
929.31924 = Sources for persons of Jewish descent. [Not 929.3089924]
929.3196 = Sources for persons of African descent. [Not 929.308996]
929.3197 = Sources for persons of (North) American Indian descent. [Not
929.308997]
We have chosen to class bibliographies (016) under the topic, rather than as
a separate category. Again, materials of the same topic stay together.
Examples:
929.1016 = Bibliographies of genealogy
929.373016 = Bibliographies of U.S. genealogical sources
Some of our older materials are still waiting for reclassification as staff
time permits. We have generally received positive feedback from our
customers regarding our system, but I'm sure further improvements are
warranted.

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library/relic <www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
-----Original Message----From: Toni Benson [mailto:tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us
<mailto:tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us> ]
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2002 11:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] State Collections

Dear List:
Our library is currently discussing the best shelving arrangement for our
Michigan books. At present, we have them marked with an "M" on the spine,
but they are shelved intermingled with all of the rest of the adult
non-fiction. I find this very cumbersome for the patrons.
I would appreciate hearing from other libraries and how they handle their
"state" books. I've seen some libraries that have a separate section for
their Michigan books and I tend to think that this would be better, but I
need some feedback from other locations to support my case.
Thanks,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: tbenson@monroe.lib.mi.us To
unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe genealib
Yourfirstname Yourlastname"
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From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Nov 15 10:05:47 2002
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections -- Godfrey Memorial Library
Message-ID: <60.2904a5e8.2b06674b@aol.com>

At the Godfrey Memorial Library we collect for all 50 States. To simplify our
cataloging we use a modified Dewey number. Here is a brief overview.
The State Stacks form three distinct collections:
New England States; Southern States; All Other States.
The modified Dewey numbers assigned group the states alphabetically within
these 3 groups. Having the States in alphabetical order rather than Dewey
order makes it much easier for the patron.
We try to group most material about a State within this State number rather
than by a subject number.
The classification works this way:
9xx.x

General Material about the State
Further modified by 01 - 09 (Indexes, periodicals, type of record

etc.)
Cutter with the first 7 letters of the author's name
Year of publication
9xx.x1 All county and city specific material
Cutter with the first 7 letters of the county or city/town name
Year of publication
International Material
9xx.x Grouped to Dewey continent numbers. Asia, Europe etc.
Countries are alphabetical within their "continent"
Cutter to the first 7 letters of the country
Year of publication
For Family histories we also keep it simple.
929.2

Here we class all family genealogies, biographies and similar material
Cutter with the first 7 letters of the predominent surname
Year of publication
929.2
Johnson
1893

This makes it so easy for the patrons. Each collection is in its own room.
Spine labels can be clearly read, with the names of the surname, country or
town spelled out. This practical arrangement makes it easy for
non-librarians/non-catalogers to help out with the cataloging; it is easy to
reshelve and easy for the patrons to find everything they need.
No more hassels with creative Cutter/Sanborn coding; etc.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534

Phone: 860-346-4375
Cell Phone: 860-670-0175
FAX: 860-347-9874
Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.godfrey.org
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From SadoskiBA at ci.anchorage.ak.us Fri Nov 15 09:11:36 2002
From: SadoskiBA at ci.anchorage.ak.us (Sadoski, Beverly A.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: State collections
Message-ID: <EF9694A57B14D611B4310090274D566A019EE960@DILBERT>
I particularly like the way that the Family History Library has dealt with
this problem. They use the state number, down to
the county and city level, add a designated letter, e.g. V for Vital
Records, and then cutter by the author. The beauty of
this system is that areas can also be designated using the broad regional
numbers, e.g. 974, 975,etc.
Examples:
979.777
V25t
Mrs Jack Troffer

Marriage records of King County, 1853-1884, by

979.7772
V2s
Seattle death records, 1881-1907, by the South
King County Genealogical Society (Kent,
Washington)
As a user as well as a staff member of the Anchorage Municipal Library I am
not pleased with our present arrangement which is basically copy cataloging
from LC. The genealogical reference section cataloging is the biggest
frustration of our local genealogical society which includes not only our
best users but our most fervent supporters. In fact, they have created a
large notebook as an "index" since our books are found everywhere--in the
929's as well as the state numbers. I am not in the Reference Department
anymore due to a downsizing which put me in the Children's Section so I am
not in a position to do anything about the situation. I will be retiring
after the first of the year so I doubt that anything will happen.
Check some of your genealogy titles in the Family History Library and see
what they did--it's an eye-opener. Of course,
since the Family History Library is the largest genealogical library in the
country there is a good chance that almost all
of our titles will be found there. It is also possible to search on
"subject classes" in their catalog to find similar titles.
It just occurred to me that this would be a great topic for a genealogical
librarian seminar at NGS or FGS. It would be
great to have a representative of the FHL Cataloging Department to explain
the rationale, philosophy, and practical
aspects of their system.
Bev Sadoski
Anchorage Municipal Library

From barbawhittaker at cableaz.com Fri Nov 15 21:28:42 2002
From: barbawhittaker at cableaz.com (barbawhittaker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Purchase micro films
References: <LYRIS-137870-195712-2002.11.15-13.15.13-barbawhittaker#cableaz.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <07ef01c28d28$a8455700$e02aa8c0@Whittaker>
Can anyone tell me how to locate micro films that can be purchased? These
are films that the LDS church does not have. Thank you for your help.
Barbara

From kathy.petras at medina.lib.oh.us Sat Nov 16 09:17:13 2002
From: kathy.petras at medina.lib.oh.us (Kathy Petras)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Modified Dewey
Message-ID: <3DD64559.779A3C66@medina.lib.oh.us>
We are a medium sized public library with a small genealogy/
local history collection that is housed in a small room that
is kept locked. There is no computer catalog in the room and
so patrons are more or less forced to just browse the collection.
We are considering using the modified dewey system to make
browsing easier for them. This discussion has been very helpful
in clarifying the proposal I'll take to our cataloging people.
Thanks for all the great ideas!
Kathy Petras
Medina County District Library
Subject: Re: How we handle state collections
From: "Charles Hagler" <CHagler@michigan.gov>
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2002 17:04:06 -0500
X-Message-Number: 5
Dear List:
Why go through this, it seems like so much extra work? Is it just
because you want to make it easier to browse the collection or to make
locating things easier for the patrons rather than have them using the
catalog? Are you doing your patrons a disservice by spoiling them? What
is going to happen when they go to another larger library were things
are not laid out so neat and tidy?
The Library of Michigan used the LC classification system. We are large
enough to have a separate genealogy and Michigan collections. It also
includes microforms, AV's, computers, CD-ROMS, periodicals, newspapers,
maps and atlases, as well as books. This maybe the reason why the
Library is not addressing this issue or feel a need to.

Sincerely,
Charles Hagler
Librarian

From CHagler at michigan.gov Fri Nov 15 15:35:11 2002
From: CHagler at michigan.gov (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: How we handle state collections
Message-ID: <sdd8982e.098@gwia02.state.mi.us>
Dear List,
The problems most of you seems to be facing involves the DDC
system. Since the Library of Michigan uses LC I just narrow my comments
to what we do with our collections in general. Our periodicals are
shelved by title, the Michigan collection now has a standard Cutter
number for each county, city, village and township in Michigan so it is
F 574 .D4 for Detroit then author and publication date. Our family
history use the family then publication date so a Greenhoe family book
would be CS 71 .G812 1996. We try to make sure that what ever we
classified something in past we follow it through, so if we put cemetery
readings in the F for Michigan cemeteries we do the same for our
genealogy materials for other states.
We do classify all our microforms, CD's, AV's, documents, books
and even electronic books. The biggest exception is the periodicals and
newspapers. The newspapers are in our catalog so people can find them by
county, locality, and title. The newspapers are arranged by place of
publication, title, and date. This way we keep all the newspaper for a
locality like Detroit even they go through title changes.
We use to do the "M" thing, shelf groupings, and color dots when
we did DDC. Our collection is much too large and our staff too small to
do all those things now. The only thing we let go wild is the census
indexes which we group by states in alphabetically order.
Sincerely,
Charles Hagler
>>> "Stanley, Karen - HPL" <Karen.Stanley@cityofhouston.net> 11/15/02
09:23AM >>>
Clayton Library uses a modified form of DDC that groups books by
state.
Within the state, the general sources are filed by call number, but
county
books are filed under the county name. We only organize county books
by
call number if we have several shelves for that county; otherwise, we
don't
attempt to keep them in order within the county. Bound periodicals are
at
the end of the state in alpha order by title. The same state/county
organization is used for microfilm, vertical files, and subject
bibliographies.

Yes, this is done to facilitate browsing - but it also considerably
reduces
staff time, which is important given increasing staff shortages imposed
by a
city-wide hiring freeze.
Shelving takes half the time when you don't
have
to worry about exact item location for 75% of the books, and it's
easier to
train volunteers to shelve. Also, the organization makes sense to the
patrons, so we don't have to spend as much staff time helping people to
find
books. And when the computer catalog goes down, we can still find
most
items easily. With a 100% open-stack collection the size of Clayton's,
a
little efficiency goes a long way.
We have a detailed description of our classification system that I will
be
happy to send off-list; just email me directly if you want a copy.
Karen Stanley
karen.stanley@cityofhouston.net
<mailto:karen.stanley@cityofhouston.net>
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004
832-393-2600
http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton
<http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton>

From lnaukam at libraryweb.org Mon Nov 18 09:40:48 2002
From: lnaukam at libraryweb.org (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: State Collections
References: <LYRIS-138350-195669-2002.11.15-09.55.31-lnaukam#libraryweb.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DD8FBEF.359BFE6F@libraryweb.org>
Here at Rochester NY, we have a bipartite shelving arrangement. Local
History and Genealogy have been a combined department for decades, and
this continues. For shelving we have a G for Genealogy (along with a
small r for reference, as everything is reference), the Dewey number
from 1 to 4 digits east of the period, and Cutter numbers. Naturally
there are a LOT of Gr 929.2 (Cuttered name of family).
For Local History, we have holdings covering the full run of Dewey this contains religious items (we are very near the founding of
Mormonism, early 1800's revivals, the spirit rappers), in the 280's,
Susan B Anthony and voting rights, general business annual reports and
histories (338.4's), and so on, recapitulating the 929.2's for the local
family genealogies, and going 4 digits east of the main Dewey for area
histories, along with an R (Rochester local history, and r for

reference) so that you see Rr 974.7894 for a local county history.
Sounds more complicated than it is. We have about 50,000 items all told
in both areas, but that includes counting all the yearbooks from all the
high schools (for example) , and is a head count rather than an
individual title count. We did keep the card catalog -which was frozen
when we went online in 1993, since the online catalog leaves a bit to be
desired for searching purposes.
Larry Naukam
Rochester NY PL

From ocplgene at ocpl.lib.ny.us Mon Nov 18 10:26:20 2002
From: ocplgene at ocpl.lib.ny.us (Local History/Genealogy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: State Collections
References: <LYRIS-141624-196242-2002.11.18-09.43.31-ocplgene#ocpl.lib.ny.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000501c28f16$d86d7620$67dae8cd@ocpl.lib.ny.us>
Here at the Onondaga County Public Library in Syracuse, New York, our local
history and genealogy collections are in the same room, however, we use two
classification systems that have been in place for over 80 years:
genealogical materials and periodicals are classified using Dewey and our
local history collection is classified using the Mundy system. The Mundy
system was developed by a local librarian years ago, and basically arranges
materials first, in a geographic area, e.g., New York State is LN48, New
Jersey, LN46, Penn. LP38, etc.; one or two subdivisions follow: first sub.
under state numbers >A is history, original form, historical collections,
etc. ; AA general history; AAB biography of historical material, etc., this
first sub, may also further define geographic area > Sy8 is Syracuse, On6 is
Onondaga County; additional cutters can further define > Sy8b for Syracuse
biography; second sub. under first can further define > AA is charters &
ordances; AAm is mayor; C1 is city planning; C5 is churches; C7 is commerce,
business industry, etc.
By definition the Mundy classification system is an alphanumeric system
based on geographic arrangement. The geographic divisions are further
subdived by subject and the individual items are then cuttered by author or
title to create a unique call number.
LN48
Sy8
C7sybi

L=Local History, N48=New York State
=Syracuse
C7=business, sybi=cutter for title

There are additional rules, etc. to this system, which by-the-way, takes
very little time by most patrons to learn, and saves a book being assigned a
very large Dewey.
Anyone interested in more detail can email me at:
ocplgene@ocpl.lib.ny.us
Gary Jones, Librarian

From DSmith at ngsgenealogy.org Mon Nov 18 10:53:37 2002
From: DSmith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Filby Prize Nominations Sought
Message-ID: <CEFAA2DBED1D2F4E998EDE33E64A39C30369FC@server.server.ngsgenealogy.org>
The name of P. William Filby has been much in the genealogical news recently as we
mark the passing of one of the great men of modern genealogy.
In 2003 NGS will
award the fifth annual Filby Prize for Genealogical Librarianship. It is given
annually and carries a cash prize of $1000.00. The first four winners are Lloyd
Bockstruck (Texas), Pam Hall Cooper (Florida), Martha Henderson (Missouri) and
James Hansen (Wisconsin). Nominations must be submitted by 1 March 2003 and the
winner will be announced at the NGS Conference in Pittsburgh. For details please
go to the following site:
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/comfilby.htm

From dkfhgc at metc.net Mon Nov 18 14:47:26 2002
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Digital Reader-Printers
Message-ID: <00c701c28f43$b546ebe0$6a01a8c0@metc.net>
I'm in the market for a digital microfilm reader-printer, and am considering the
Canon 400, Canon 800 or Minolta 6000 at this point. I'd appreciate any comments
from anyone whose had these models, especially with respect to ease of use and
maintenance. We're a small library, so the use won't be particularly heavy
compared to public library or an academic settings, but we'd like something that
provides good copies as well as the ability to digitize images and transmit them.
Please reply off-list to me.
Thanks, Michele McNabb
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center
The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 470
Elk Horn IA 51531-0470
712/764-7001
1-800/759-9192
dkfhgc@metc.net
www.dkmuseum.org
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From Suzanne.Levy at FairfaxCounty.gov Mon Nov 18 16:04:52 2002
From: Suzanne.Levy at FairfaxCounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Question on Founders and Patriots of America
Message-ID: <CB7DFEE91CB3DD41AA5AB65F6E0789573C15F6@FFXEXV03.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Oh Knowledgeable Colleagues,
I have the 1994 Gateway 4 volume register of lineages and associates,
1896-1993, of the Order of the Founders and Patriots of America. Am I
correct in assuming that I can get rid of the second and third
supplements to the 1926 Register (the latter of which I don't own)? I

read the intro to the four volume set and didn't see a definitive answer
there.
I would appreciate an opinion.
Thanks.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021118/
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From kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com Mon Nov 18 16:20:18 2002
From: kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Edgecombe Review
Message-ID: <200211181620.AA1436221558@hercules.bbnp.com>
Hello all,
Would anyone on this list be interested in acquiring paper copies of the "Edgecombe
Review" from the 1980s and 90s?
The "Edgecombe Review" is a newspaper circulated by our county newspaper, The Daily
Southerner, in the rural areas of our county. In its early years, it contained
unique, gossipy-type information on people and events in the county's small towns,
but in its more recent years it has contained only verbatim reprints of Daily
Southerner articles.
I have inherited several boxes of these, and since we already have the Southerner
on microfilm and have limited space, I am only keeping the ones with unique
information. If anyone is interested, please email me at either
kindredspirit@bbnp.com or tthompson@edgecombelibrary.org
If no one is interested, they're going in our dumpster! :)
Thank you,
Traci Thompson
Local History Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
Tarboro, NC
From teen at nassau.lib.fl.us Tue Nov 19 11:21:35 2002
From: teen at nassau.lib.fl.us (Teen Peterson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: State codes on spines
Message-ID: <3DDA650F.92640586@nassau.lib.fl.us>
I agree that modifying the DDC to assist users of genealogical materials
is a a good idea. Since Florida and Georgia materials form the majority
of our collection, I put colored Florida or Georgia stickers at the top
of each spine. I also keep all Florida and Georgia materials in 929.3
together on their own shelf. I use Florida or Georgia as an extra line
in the call number.

This system arose from my dealing with our local patrons and from
viewing the collections at the St. Louis County Library and the Florida
State Library.
From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Tue Nov 19 16:53:27 2002
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: free to a good home
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.43.0211191650580.13175-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Book .... "Grist Mills of Tippecanoe County Indiana" by Dr. William M.
Reser (1988). By the by, it is in excellent condition.
Mary M.
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org
Home of the Linton-Holdcraft Obituary Collection

From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Tue Nov 19 17:01:15 2002
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: free to a good home -- is gone
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6320-196689-2002.11.19-16.55.48-MM0028#MAIL.PRATT.LIB.MD.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.43.0211191659530.13175-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Grist Mills has been snapped up. Thank you all for your interest, Mary
On Tue, 19 Nov 2002, Mary Mannix wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Book .... "Grist Mills of Tippecanoe County Indiana" by Dr. William M.
Reser (1988). By the by, it is in excellent condition.
Mary M.
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org
Home of the Linton-Holdcraft Obituary Collection
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From rick at onelibrary.com Tue Nov 19 16:01:29 2002
From: rick at onelibrary.com (Rick Crume)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Census microfilm numbers
Message-ID: <3DDAB4B9.D418E841@onelibrary.com>
If someone wants to buy or rent census microfilms and the records
for a county are spread across more than one film, how can you
determine which film has the records for a particular town?
The book, "United States Census Key, 1850, 1860, 1870," published
by AGLL, helps you determine the right microfilm number for those
census years. And the 1880 US Census and National Index on
FamilySearch <http://www.familysearch.org> provides microfilm
numbers for both the National Archives and the Family History
Library. But what about other census years? The National Archives
microfilm catalogs sometimes give E.D. numbers, but they only
help if you already have a reference from a Soundex.
Thanks,
Rick Crume
Contributing Editor
Family Tree Magazine

From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Wed Nov 20 08:36:52 2002
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Census microfilm numbers
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6400-196695-2002.11.19-17.05.44-GE_LIBRARIAN#MCPL.LIB.MO.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <mailman.119.1067011685.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Rick and others,
You can use the enumeration district descriptions on microfilm.
They are NARA series T1224 and T1210. Also, the 1930 e.d.
descriptions are on the NARA website.

Date sent:
From:
Send reply to:
To:
Subject:

Tue, 19 Nov 2002 16:01:29 -0600
Rick Crume <rick@onelibrary.com>
Rick Crume <rick@onelibrary.com>
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
[genealib] Census microfilm numbers

> If someone wants to buy or rent census microfilms and the records
> for a county are spread across more than one film, how can you
> determine which film has the records for a particular town?
>
> The book, "United States Census Key, 1850, 1860, 1870," published
> by AGLL, helps you determine the right microfilm number for those
> census years. And the 1880 US Census and National Index on
> FamilySearch <http://www.familysearch.org> provides microfilm
> numbers for both the National Archives and the Family History
> Library. But what about other census years? The National Archives
> microfilm catalogs sometimes give E.D. numbers, but they only
> help if you already have a reference from a Soundex.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Rick Crume
> Contributing Editor
> Family Tree Magazine
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: GE_LIBRARIAN@MCPL.LIB.MO.US
> To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to $subst('Email.Unsub')
> To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and
in the body, put only "subscribe genealib Yourfirstname Yourlastname"
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From rick at onelibrary.com Wed Nov 20 09:13:30 2002
From: rick at onelibrary.com (Rick Crume)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
Message-ID: <3DDBA69A.9F90363E@onelibrary.com>
The National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
<www.archives.gov/global_pages/inquire_form.html> replaces the
prototype called the NARA Archival Information Locator (NAIL).
Has anyone found anything useful to genealogists in ARC? If so,
how did you word your query and what did you find? I'm especially
interested in locating sources other than the widely used census
records, military records, passenger arrival lists and
naturalization records.
Thanks,
Rick Crume
Contributing Editor
Family Tree Magazine

From rick at onelibrary.com Wed Nov 20 10:42:09 2002
From: rick at onelibrary.com (Rick Crume)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Census microfilm numbers
References: <LYRIS-153815-196901-2002.11.20-09.30.23-rick#onelibrary.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DDBBB60.82595AF1@onelibrary.com>
Janice and others,
Thanks, Janice, for alerting me to the NARA enumeration district descriptions on
microfilm. (T1224 on 146 rolls has descriptions of census EDs, 1830-1890 and 19101950,
and T1210 on 10 rolls has census ED descriptions for 1900.)
If you don't have access to the census ED description microfilms (and most people
probably don't), are there alternatives?
The NARA 1930 Census Microfilm Locator <http://1930census.archives.gov> names the
towns covered by each microfilm.
I might also mention that, while neither the online or CD-ROM versions of the
Family History Library Catalog <http://www.familysearch.org> has the microfilm
numbers for
the 1930 census yet, they are being posted at
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/FHL1930CENSUS/files>. This listing does not name the
towns covered by each film.
"Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Rick and others,
You can use the enumeration district descriptions on microfilm.
They are NARA series T1224 and T1210. Also, the 1930 e.d.
descriptions are on the NARA website.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Rick Crume wrote:
If someone wants to buy or rent census microfilms and the records
for a county are spread across more than one film, how can you
determine which film has the records for a particular town?
The book, "United States Census Key, 1850, 1860, 1870," published
by AGLL, helps you determine the right microfilm number for those
census years. And the 1880 US Census and National Index on
FamilySearch <http://www.familysearch.org> provides microfilm
numbers for both the National Archives and the Family History
Library. But what about other census years? The National Archives
microfilm catalogs sometimes give E.D. numbers, but they only
help if you already have a reference from a Soundex.
Thanks,
Rick Crume
Contributing Editor
Family Tree Magazine

From ckluskens at starpower.net Wed Nov 20 11:57:50 2002
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire P Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Reply - National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-150335-196911-2002.11.20-10.18.42--ckluskens#starpower.net@lists.ac
omp.usf.edu>
References:
<LYRIS-150335-196911-2002.11.20-10.18.42--ckluskens#starpower.net@lists.ac
omp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <p05111b03ba016e8752c6@[66.44.60.120]>
My understanding is, at this time, ARC contains what NAIL had.
(At
some point in the [probably distant] future, it is envisioned to be
more comprehensive.)
Claire Kluskens
NARA
[I'm not involved in ARC; my comments are my own.]
At 9:13 AM -0600 11/20/2002, Rick Crume wrote:
>The National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
><www.archives.gov/global_pages/inquire_form.html> replaces the
>prototype called the NARA Archival Information Locator (NAIL).
>
>Has anyone found anything useful to genealogists in ARC? If so,
>how did you word your query and what did you find? I'm especially
>interested in locating sources other than the widely used census
>records, military records, passenger arrival lists and
>naturalization records.
>
>Thanks,
>
>Rick Crume
>Contributing Editor
Family Tree Magazine
-Claire Kluskens
NARA
Civil War Soldiers who Resided in Hartland Twp., Livingston Co., Michigan
http://users.starpower.net/mkluskens/genealogy/HartlandCivilWarSoldiers.html
New NARA Microfilm Publications in 2002
http://www.archives.gov/research_room/genealogy/microfilm_new_2002.html
1930 Census Microfilm Locator
http://1930census.archives.gov
1930 Census Research Problems Discussion Group
http://www.quicktopic.com/11/H/9WZJvVbUEanQi
From CLeinaweaver at JerseyHistory.Org

Tue Nov 19 14:54:56 2002

From: CLeinaweaver at JerseyHistory.Org (Chad Leinaweaver)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:05 2003
Subject: Holiday schedule for The New Jersey Historical Society
Message-ID: <25A71E2DAC49D311A8F700508B4A99BA3CA3D7@EXCHANGE>
The New Jersey Historical Society will have the following holiday hours for
next week (Thanksgiving):
Closed Sun.-Mon., Nov. 24-25
Open, Tues., Nov. 26 12:00-5:00 p.m. (library); 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
(museum)
Open, Wed., Nov. 27 12:00-3:00 p.m. (library); 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. (museum)
Closed Thurs. Nov. 28-Sat. Nov. 30.
The following week (Dec. 1-7) returns to our normal hours of operation:
Tues.-Sat., 12:00-5:00 p.m. (library); 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. (museum).
Best wishes,
Chad Leinaweaver
Director for the Library
The New Jersey Historical Society
52 Park Place
Newark, NJ 07102
Library: (973) 596-8500, ext. 239
FAX (973) 596-6957
TTY/TDD (800) 852-7899 (NJ Relay Service)
<mailto:linaweaver@jerseyhistory.org> library@jerseyhistory.org
http://www.jerseyhistory.org <http://www.jerseyhistory.org/>
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From jmmoak at hotmail.com Wed Nov 20 19:26:31 2002
From: jmmoak at hotmail.com (Jefferson Moak)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Reply - National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
Message-ID: <F65l5Uf3HLTBf4TedfX00011bb9@hotmail.com>

Claire is correct that ARC only has what was previously in NAIL. The final
ARC data entry software will not be approved until early 2003. After BETA
testing, it will then be rolled out to the various departments within
Archives I and II as well as to the regional branches and presidential
libraries on a set schedule. I don't expect new material to appear in ARC
until April or May at the very earliest. It will take several years to get
everything in the system from throughout NARA. I estimate that the
Mid-Atlantic region alone has over 3500 series which will have to be
re-described in order to meet ARC standards and entered into the system.
Although ARC has undergone numerous delays, there still has not been a
corresponding postponement in the Archivist's goal to have about 90% of the
existing holdings (at the series level) of NARA into ARC by 2007.
That
means that thsi region has to submit about 700 series a year.

Unlike Claire, I am involved in ARC at the regional level. It is a
tremendous task that lies ahead of NARA to competely rewrite description
standards and provide the type of information which will be useful to the
public at large. Bear with us, folks - we are as anxious for you to access
our records as you are to discover the wealth of information available.
If anyone has additional questions about ARC, please e-mail me directly at
jefferson.moak@nara.gov
Thanks.
Jefferson M. Moak
Archivist
NARA - Mid-Atlantic Regional Branch

>
>My understanding is, at this time, ARC contains what NAIL had.
(At some
>point in the [probably distant] future, it is envisioned to be more
>comprehensive.)
>
>Claire Kluskens
>NARA
>[I'm not involved in ARC; my comments are my own.]
>
>At 9:13 AM -0600 11/20/2002, Rick Crume wrote:
>>The National Archives Archival Research Catalog (ARC)
>><www.archives.gov/global_pages/inquire_form.html> replaces the
>>prototype called the NARA Archival Information Locator (NAIL).
>>
>>Has anyone found anything useful to genealogists in ARC? If so,
>>how did you word your query and what did you find? I'm especially
>>interested in locating sources other than the widely used census
>>records, military records, passenger arrival lists and
>>naturalization records.
>>
>>Thanks,
>>
>>Rick Crume
>>Contributing Editor
>Family Tree Magazine
>
>->Claire Kluskens
>NARA
>
>Civil War Soldiers who Resided in Hartland Twp., Livingston Co., Michigan
>http://users.starpower.net/mkluskens/genealogy/HartlandCivilWarSoldiers.html
>
>New NARA Microfilm Publications in 2002
>http://www.archives.gov/research_room/genealogy/microfilm_new_2002.html
>
>1930 Census Microfilm Locator
>http://1930census.archives.gov
>
>1930 Census Research Problems Discussion Group
>http://www.quicktopic.com/11/H/9WZJvVbUEanQi
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jmmoak@hotmail.com
>To unsubscribe, send a blank e-mail message to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')

>To subscribe, send an e-mail message with a blank subject line to
>lyris@lists.acomp.usf.edu, and in the body, put only "subscribe genealib
>Yourfirstname Yourlastname"
_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 helps eliminate e-mail viruses. Get 2 months FREE*.
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus

From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Nov 20 19:43:38 2002
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Seeking Recommendations for Latin American, Hispanic Gen Journals
Message-ID: <12e.1b9e6a1c.2b0d863a@aol.com>
Hi,
What journals would you recommend for Hispanic genealogy? We are interested
in all areas of the America's as well as Spain.
What titles in Spanish would you recommend?
Thanks,
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Phone: 860-346-4375
FAX: 860-347-9874
Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.godfrey.org
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From olhmilitia at prodigy.net Thu Nov 21 10:24:19 2002
From: olhmilitia at prodigy.net (olhmilitia)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Census microfilm numbers
References: <LYRIS-148628-196927-2002.11.20-11.47.53-olhmilitia#prodigy.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002801c2917a$73701c80$80dad840@Martha>
Rick,
You might want to try http://home.pacbell.net/spmorse/census/
This is a site created by Stephen P. Morse and others to assist in obtaining
EDs for the 1930 census.
Martha Henderson
[retired librarian /granny]

From olhmilitia at prodigy.net Thu Nov 21 10:24:19 2002
From: olhmilitia at prodigy.net (olhmilitia)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Census microfilm numbers
References: <LYRIS-148628-196927-2002.11.20-11.47.53-olhmilitia#prodigy.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002801c2917a$73701c80$80dad840@Martha>
Rick,
You might want to try http://home.pacbell.net/spmorse/census/
This is a site created by Stephen P. Morse and others to assist in obtaining
EDs for the 1930 census.
Martha Henderson
[retired librarian /granny]

From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Nov 21 13:13:09 2002
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Church Project
Message-ID: <NGEKKGABAFDMMBAKMEAJMELBCFAA.pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
I would like to know if any library or group on this listserv has
taken on a project of inventorying your county church records? Members
of our local genealogy society are working with the library to collect
data on dates and contents of the churches earliest records to the
present. We are interested in knowing from you the following:
1)
Did you have a form used to inventory the records? If
so, may we have a copy?
2)
How did you contact each church: telephone, letter, or
email? Was it difficult to convince the church to comply?
3)
Did you have a signed agreement about how the
information will be used?
4)
Did you find any unusual circumstances that we might
face?
5)
Did any of the churches offer to give you their
earliest records?
6)
Did you accept any of their records?
7)
Are you considering microfilming any of their records?
8)
Did you offer to help preserve their records?
Thank you for any and all help provided.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Indian River County Main Library
Florida History & Genealogy Department
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060, Fax 772-770-5066

Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
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From Jerry at HeritageQuest.com Thu Nov 21 16:28:52 2002
From: Jerry at HeritageQuest.com (Jerry Millar)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: HeritageQuest Rental Film Collection for SALE
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F106A564@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: clip_image002.gif
Type: image/gif
Size: 931 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021121/303f249d/
clip_image002.gif
From dkfhgc at metc.net Mon Nov 25 09:14:01 2002
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Digital RP inquiry
Message-ID: <004b01c29495$49a84e40$6a01a8c0@metc.net>
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Thanks to everyone who responded to my inquiry about digital RPs. Your =
input was most appreciated and helpful.
Happy Thanksgiving to all!
Michele McNabb
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center
The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 470=20
Elk Horn IA 51531-0470
712/764-7001
1-800/759-9192
dkfhgc@metc.net
www.dkmuseum.org
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From egrundset at dar.org Mon Nov 25 13:51:10 2002
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: DAR Library job announcements
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF48601985D55@MAIL>
The DAR Library in Washington, DC has two open positions for a librarian and
for a library assistant preferably with some genealogical experience.
Interested parties should contact the Human Resources Department at DAR as
instructed below.

Acquisitions Librarian
The National Society Daughters of the American Revolution has an immediate
opening for an Acquisitions Librarian. This position works closely with the
Library Director in managing the Library's acquisitions function, including
the selection and purchasing of new materials. The incumbent will also
supervise two acquisition staff members; draft correspondence to state &
chapter librarians & publishers to accomplish the library's acquisitions
functions; provide reference desk assistance and assists library patrons
with their requests. The successful candidate must have a minimum of five
years library work experience. Previous supervisory experience preferred.
Candidates must have excellent oral/written communication and customer
service skills & be detail oriented. Proficiency of word processing software
is required. Experience with Quicken is preferred. Convenient location
near Metro and other museums, pleasant office environment. Excellent
benefits with generous leave policy.
Please send resume and cover letter (with salary requirements) to: Human
Resources, National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, 1776 D St.
NW, Washington, DC 20006 E-mail: resumes@dar.org Fax: 202-737-5702
Acquisitions Assistant
The National Society Daughters of the American Revolution has an immediate
opening for an Acquisitions Assistant in the Library. Duties include
assisting with book ordering; processing book donations and purchases;
maintaining, purging and retrieving files; re-shelving of books and staffing
the library by assisting patrons to locate and retrieve materials. The
successful candidate must have a minimum of two years previous work
experience in an office/clerical setting &/or in a library.
Customer/visitor service experience is also required. Candidates must have
excellent oral/written communication and customer service skills; have the
ability to work independently, be detail oriented; and have the ability to
be flexible to changing work assignment demands in a fast-paced environment.
Knowledge about word processing software is required. This position will
have a work week of Tuesday - Saturday. Convenient location near Metro and
other museums, pleasant office environment. Excellent benefits with
generous leave policy.
Please send resume and cover letter (with salary requirements) to: Human
Resources, National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, 1776 D St.
NW, Washington, DC 20006 E-mail: resumes@dar.org Fax: 202-737-5702
From landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us Mon Nov 25 15:31:48 2002
From: landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us (Lauren Landis)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: genealib digest: November 21, 2002
References: <LYRIS-6330-197469-2002.11.22-00.02.13-LANDISLA#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DE288B4.DCCBBAE6@oplin.lib.oh.us>
What a shame the sale only runs to the middle of December. Our budgets are all
closed out, as I
suspect many libraries' are, and we can't order anything more until January. I
would definitely
like to order some of that previously viewed film. What a savings!! I hope
Bradley Steuart still

monitors this list and will consider extending that deadline.
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 4520-0665
Library E-mail: scdlgen@oplin.lib.oh.us

From dhardin at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us Tue Nov 26 09:48:43 2002
From: dhardin at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us (David Hardin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Exchange
Message-ID: <NFBBKNGCBKIAAAFLGEPJGEGBCCAA.dhardin@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us>
Group:
I was recently listening to an old conference lecture by Lloyd Bockstruck.
He was describing an exchange program between two major institutions. He
then stated that such programs are unfortunately rare. Many of us (perhaps
most) have legal constraints which preclude us from exchanging our duplicate
material, but why not test the waters. We are too small an institution to
simply give away our material, but an exchange is very appealing. Anyone
who believes he/she can remove duplicate items from their system for the
purpose of exchange (item for item; no money involved) contact me at the
following address--dhardin@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us. I don't believe that this
message disregards the protocol for the list, but if I am mistaken, I
apologize. I am relatively new to the list; so if this has been discussed
before or there is already such a program in existence, please enlighten me.
David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy
Shreve Memorial Library
Broadmoor Branch
1212 Captain Shreve Drive
Shreveport, LA 71105
(318) 219-3468

From RRoberts at cslib.org Tue Nov 26 12:48:20 2002
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: CT State Library Thanksgiving hours
Message-ID: <sde36da4.073@po.cslib.org>
The Library and the Museum of Connecticut History will be closed on
Thursday, November 28, in observance of Thanksgiving. The Library and
Museum will be open regular hours on Friday, November 29 (9:00-5:00) and
Saturday, November 30 (9:00-2:00).

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head

History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Tue Nov 26 15:25:02 2002
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Church Project
In-Reply-To: <3DDE7056.1A11EF5A@libraryweb.org>
Message-ID: <NGEKKGABAFDMMBAKMEAJKEMLCFAA.pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Dear List:
I can't thank all of you enough for your wonderful replies. The most often
answer, "Check the Historical Records Survey." Yes, that is a great source.
We do have the actual abstracted and printed survey, but not the original
hand-written survey forms, which I find are difficult to locate. I have
tried the catalogs of the State Library & Archives as well as historical
collections at Florida Universities.
If you look at the printed WPA books and the form, there is a huge
difference in the questions asked and what was put in print. I want all the
information asked. <G>
I was told to check at the National Archives or Library of Congress.
According to "The WPA Historical Records Survey: a guide to the unpublished
inventories, indexes, and transcripts" by Loretta Hefner, most of the state
WPA records were deposited at the State Libraries, Archives or Historical
societies. I guess our state library lost them. <G> I am hoping someone on
this list from Florida might know the answer as to where these originals
might be located.
I now have copies of the original HRS forms as well as some samples from
other church projects and will put together a standard form that will fit
our needs from the ideas and suggestions provided by LSG members. We are
still in the process of collecting data on every church before we begin
contacting them.
I want to thank all you again and hope everyone has a Happy Thanksgiving!
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Indian River County Main Library
Florida History & Genealogy Department
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060, Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Tue Nov 26 17:26:25 2002
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: New Book
Message-ID: <NGEKKGABAFDMMBAKMEAJOEMNCFAA.pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
The Florida State Genealogical Society would like to announce a brand

new publication of a rare and unusual resource between the census
years of 1860 and 1870.
?Census? Department of the South, November, 1864, for Jacksonville,
Fernandina and St. Augustine, Florida?
Included are1767 contraband with names of some former masters, people
from Europe, Canada and many states east of the Mississippi.
Approximately one-third are individuals born in Florida. Questions
were asked such as color of hair and eyes, height, birthplace, last
residence and where registered for draft or former owner.
Cost:
$35.00 Non-Member (includes postage)
include your tax-exempt ID)
Purchase Order accepted.

$31.00 Member

(Please

This book can be ordered from the publications chair:
Ann Bergelt, FSGS Publications Chair
2615 N Narcoossee Rd
St. Cloud, Florida 34771-8759
I had some involvement with this book when we found the original
documents at the National Archives. I was able to enlist the help of
an individual in our local genealogy society to index the records. The
records are fully abstracted and have been proof-read many times.
This can also be ordered from Heritage Books.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Indian River County Main Library
Florida History & Genealogy Department
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060, Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
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From cbhamer at bellsouth.net Tue Nov 26 20:43:49 2002
From: cbhamer at bellsouth.net (cbhamer@bellsouth.net)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: W.P.A. Records
References: <LYRIS-6168-198383-2002.11.26-15.15.59-cbhamer#bellsouth.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DE43165.4B49EF7E@bellsouth.net>
In Louisiana they are scattered all over the place. We have a large
collection of translations of old French & Spanish records from our
Colonial Period, photographs of all the projects in the region and even
handwritten information in old blue horse notebooks that never got as
far as being typed. We even had two sets of dolls with handmade costumes
representing various cultures and occupations in our state's history.
Under pressure to be "politically correct" we transferred one set to the
State Archives and packed up the other set so as not to offend anyone.
Our state's slave narratives are at the State Library of Louisiana and

not in Washington where all the other slave narratives seem to be.
Apparently, this is the reason the Louisiana is not represented in
printed and on-line resources. L.S.U.'s Louisiana and Lower Mississippi
Valley Collection has the main collection, which supposedly has a copy
of everything that got to the typed stage as well as a lot of the
correspondence relating to individual projects throughout the state.
They have cataloged the whole works as a "special collection" and don't
have citations for individual items.
Since a lot of our work is "referral", we have had to pick up an
informal knowledge of the whereabouts of material in our area. The
historical projects seem to have created indexes in every courthouse and
historical center in the state. One of the lesser known "gems" is
located in the Jackson Barracks Military Library at our National Guard
Headquarters. The W.P.A. workers went through all the New Orleans
newspapers from 1804-1936 and created over 90 volumes filled with typed
copies of every article that mentioned a Louisiana military unit as well
as a card index to every name mentioned in the articles. Because one of
the volumes had disappeared some years ago, we helped to arrange a
Mormon microfilming project to permanently preserve them.
There may be more W.P.A. material around than we realize. Some of the
indexes we have been using for years, especially in court houses, may
have originated with the W.P.A.

From dmoneta at lib.az.us Wed Nov 27 08:19:38 2002
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Genealogy at the Arizona Library Association Conference
Message-ID: <4.1.20021127080906.009e9e70@lib.az.us>
Hi Fellow Genealogy Librarians,
In Arizona we are giving a presentation at the Arizona Library Association
Conference. It is called: Genie Alert! Survival Techniques for the Unsuspecting
Librarian. Thought you all might want to hear about it. Let us know if you want
an outline of our talk. Here is the announcement we sent out to public
librarians in the state:
Hello Public Librarians,
Are you overwhelmed
about genealogy and
that Judy Mullen (a
Library) and I will
a.m. to
9:30 a.m.

with patrons coming into your library asking questions
family history? If so, you might want to attend a workshop
professional genealogist on the staff of the Arizona State
be giving at AzLA on Thursday, December 5th, at 8:00

We will go over FAGQ (Frequently Asked Genealogy Questions), the latest on the
1930 census and others going back to 1790, core collection reference books, the
top 10 genealogy web sites, and much more. Maybe one of the most useful
segments of the presentation will be where to send your genealogy patrons to
learn more about how to do genealogy - there are a lot of beginners out there!
You will also learn where the best genealogy collections are in the state, in
the country, and the world.
Hope to see you all there!

Sincerely,
Daniela
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400
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From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Wed Nov 27 11:21:55 2002
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Does anyone worry about this (or access to reference letters)
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.43.0211271058240.4271-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Hello all, Prior to my arrival, at my old job our vertical file actually
served as the file for all outgoing library correspondence if an
appropriate subject heading could be found. Also, and I had nothing to do
with this, much of the Board's file copies of outgoing letters also ended
up in the library's vertical file. Yes, we did have some "issues" with our
institutional records. :) Once I took my law class in library
school and that little issue of patron confidentiality raised it's ugly
head I stopped the practice, although the letters were of great use to
many, many researchers. I never went back, however, and pulled out the
already filed letters. At my present job the vertical file has never
been used in that way, however, I am doing some work for another
institution who has a very nice publicly accessible file for their
outgoing genealogical correspondence, they have an index to it and
everything. As you can all imagine it is a very
useful tool, however, I am worried about the ethics behind it, since the
researchers in this file never gave permission for their letters to be
shared with the greater world. My gut feeling is that these letters are
institutional records which should probably be considered restricted for a
period of time. The institution in question does not have a retention
schedule which addresses this issue. Does anyone have a similar situation
and if so do you have sort of formal policy about it or do you not worry
about it, etc, etc.?? Thanks, Mary M. -- who is always grateful for the
info and fellowship of the list, although always tardy about expressing
that appreciation
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org
Home of the Linton-Holdcraft Obituary Collection

From Vanessa.Smith at cityofhouston.net Wed Nov 27 14:23:55 2002
From: Vanessa.Smith at cityofhouston.net (Smith, Vanessa - HPL)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Does anyone worry about this (or access to referen
ce letters)
Message-ID: <348FBE34318BB843B057E1EE040FDA500124657A@611wex03.cityofhouston.net>

Our genealogical reference correspondence is kept on file and not accessible
to the public. It has a limited life expectancy of about three years.
Vanessa Smith
Clayton Library, Center for Genealogical Research
Houston Public Library
Houston, TX
-----Original Message----From: Mary Mannix [mailto:mm0028@mail.pratt.lib.md.us]
Sent: 27 November, 2002 10:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Does anyone worry about this (or access to reference
letters)
Hello all, Prior to my arrival, at my old job our vertical file actually
served as the file for all outgoing library correspondence if an
appropriate subject heading could be found. Also, and I had nothing to do
with this, much of the Board's file copies of outgoing letters also ended
up in the library's vertical file. Yes, we did have some "issues" with our
institutional records. :) Once I took my law class in library
school and that little issue of patron confidentiality raised it's ugly
head I stopped the practice, although the letters were of great use to
many, many researchers. I never went back, however, and pulled out the
already filed letters. At my present job the vertical file has never
been used in that way, however, I am doing some work for another
institution who has a very nice publicly accessible file for their
outgoing genealogical correspondence, they have an index to it and
everything. As you can all imagine it is a very
useful tool, however, I am worried about the ethics behind it, since the
researchers in this file never gave permission for their letters to be
shared with the greater world. My gut feeling is that these letters are
institutional records which should probably be considered restricted for a
period of time. The institution in question does not have a retention
schedule which addresses this issue. Does anyone have a similar situation
and if so do you have sort of formal policy about it or do you not worry
about it, etc, etc.?? Thanks, Mary M. -- who is always grateful for the
info and fellowship of the list, although always tardy about expressing
that appreciation
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org
Home of the Linton-Holdcraft Obituary Collection
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From agometz at rhus.com Wed Nov 27 16:37:48 2002
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Does anyone worry about this (or access to reference letters)
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-127313-198598-2002.11.27-11.25.48--agometz#rhus.com@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20021127162526.026e1d10@rhus.com>
At 11:21 AM 11/27/2002 -0500, you wrote:
>...has a very nice publicly accessible file for their
>outgoing genealogical correspondence, they have an index to it and
>everything. As you can all imagine it is a very
>useful tool, however, I am worried about the ethics behind it, since the
>researchers in this file never gave permission for their letters to be
>shared with the greater world.
Mary,

At my very first genealogical position, I had a file of
patron correspondence that was kept in my desk and I did take the trouble
to index it. However the index was more to my own answers, since (and this
may be more common in a small place), I frequently had the feeling that I
had "seen this name before" and, voila, when I checked, I had indeed
written a letter on the same topic. This saved research time and would now
be much easier what with computers.
I share your feeling that putting out a patron's letter for
everyone to see without their knowledge has ethical implications. You
could ask patrons, when you reply to their query, if they would like their
name and surnames of interest to be added to your researchers' register if
you have one. If I had time and someone showed up who was working on a
family that I already had correspondence on, I might ask the first
correspondent for permission to pass on their contact info. This is, of
course, a counsel of perfection for those who might have time.
Anne Gometz
http://www.rhus.com
Mine and mine alone.

From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Nov 27 17:19:59 2002
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Wally Waits)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Does anyone worry about this (or access to reference letters)
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-111380-198598-2002.11.27-11.25.48-history#eok.lib.ok.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001e01c2967c$458684b0$af28a8c0@GENEAOLOGY>
We do keep our correspondence and emails for several years. We do not
make this material available to the public. We find that a patron will
write us back with a question that picks up where they left off at an
earlier date. Having old correspondence available saved needless
communications.
In one case, a gentleman from California wrote again requesting
additional information. Our files indicated that he had not paid for
his former request and we politely asked for payment of the former bill
and pre-payment for the current request.

I wish I could keep it all, file it properly and index it, too. I see
some neat recollections and statements of relationships that do not show
up in the courthouse records. Alas....
Wally Waits
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
Muskogee Public Library
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021127/85f821d4/
attachment.htm
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Nov 28 07:43:28 2002
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: [Fwd: [INLAKE] Genealogy Angel]
Message-ID: <3DE60F70.8CFD3532@tampabay.rr.com>
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
Thought you might enjoy the article below about the value of Family
History.
Sharon Centanne
-------- Original Message -------Subject: [INLAKE] Genealogy Angel
Resent Date: Wed, 27 Nov. 2002 23:15:57 -0700
Resent From: INLAKE-L@rootsweb.com
Date: The, 28 Nov. 2002 01:16:02 EST
From: AnoleLady@aol.com
To: INLAKE-L@rootsweb.com
Sent to me by Ken Curates <A
HREF="mailto:bkcurtis@prodigy.net">bkcurtis@prodigy.net</A>
I thought it was rather neat and should be passed on to all of you. I've
often wondered why I got the "genealogy bug" and no one else in my
family
seems to care as much ...they look at me blankly as I, off the top of my
head, run down the family tree from the 1700s to present to explain how
we're
related to some guy in California that I met on the net. LOLL
Happy Thanksgiving all....and thank you for another year of sharing your
Lake
Co genealogy with everyone on the list.
Kathy -Your Listless
THE GENEALOGY ANGEL
by Patty Whitney Gravies
It happens suddenly, without warning.You are going
about your own business when-----BAM!!------your life
is changed forever. You are no longer able to resist
the strong desire to do something you have never
really thought about doing before.

You suddenly want to spend all of your time with
books, computers, newspapers, old photographs,
and lots and lots of dead people. You start to enjoy
going to old courthouses and cemeteries. What has
happened to you? Are you crazy? How can your life be
changed so drastically so suddenly?
Well, you are not really crazy, although some people
might think so. You have just been selected to be the
"THE FAMILY HISTORIAN." It has become my personal
philosophy that there is a genealogy angel out there
whose sole job is to select one person (or maybe two)
to be in charge of protecting and recording each
family's history.
It seems that God finds family groups to be very
important. After all, a lot of the first part of the
Bible deals with who beget whom. (Beget sort of means
"Who's yo' mama?"--or thereabouts). Adam and Eve are
going to be the only people in Paradise who don't have
a belly button. Everyone else was beget by someone.
Keeping track of who beget whom was probably not a
problem at first. Families sort of stuck together.
As the world's population grew and families kept
expanding, someone had to keep a record of who
belonged with what family. St. Peter probably started
keeping records because no one on Earth knew how to
read or write yet. Oral histories were passed
on and people kept pretty good track of their
families' oral histories because there was nothing
else to do at night and in the rain and snow but talk
about the family.
Gradually, though, the world continued to expand.
Writing was invented, and then reading was invented so
people could understand the writing. Some people wrote
down who was their family, but others didn't see the
point. As people moved around a lot, sometimes
families were separated and family histories were
lost. Not everyone knew how to read and write. Oral
histories were lost. For hundreds of years family
histories were lost when the grim reaper claimed those
who held the lore in their heads.
Then, I think, St. Peter decided to do something about
the shameless lack of respect for roots and family
history. Each family was to have someone who would
become totally focused on capturing and recording the
begets of each family. These Family Historians would
have the job not only of collecting the present day
family into groups and recording their histories, but
also of trying to undo some of the neglect of the
past.
So, don't be surprised if one day you are minding your
own business and you suddenly feel a tap on the

shoulder but when you look around there is no one
there. It is simply the genealogy angel tapping you on
the back to say, "You're it." From that day forward
you won't be able to help yourself. You are going to
have to take on the very important job of Family
Historian. Do it well.

====
Lake
Lake
Lake

INTAKE Mailing List ====
co Marriages http://members.tripod.com/~KHuish/lkmar.htm
Co Births http://members.tripod.com/~KHuish/lkbirth.htm
Co Biographies http://users.rootsweb.com/~inlake/lkbios.htm

==============================
To join Ancestry.com and access our 1.2 billion online genealogy
records, go to:
http://www.ancestry.com/rd/redir.asp?targetid=571&sourceid=1237
From SCorey7289 at aol.com Thu Nov 28 11:12:27 2002
From: SCorey7289 at aol.com (SCorey7289@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Advice Needed . . .
Message-ID: <1a0.c88741e.2b179a6b@aol.com>
ListmembersAs an untrained Genealogical Library volunteer I have been a member of this
listserve for almost two years and found it to be most helpful. I basically
started and organized our genealogical society's small, but growing, local
genealogical collection. I have run into several small problems of which we
have easily overcome, such as "why is our library is non-lending." I have
also dealt with the problem of well-meaning church librarian volunteers,
since organizing the library. These "church trained" volunteers are always
trying to have me organize our library according to the Dewey Decimal System.
I have tried to explain that our genealogical library is too small in focus
for this type of organization. Ours is not a county/town operated librar, so
we do not have to follow any set rules. The collection for the most part,
belongs entirely to the genealogical society. Would any of you, as trained
librarians, recomend the Dewey Decimal System for a library such as ours? If
not, how can I explain, in simple terms, why this system is not recomended?
Also, one of our volunteers says that she was trained at "Ridgecrest" and for
new books that come in you should "take about the first twenty pages of the
book and the press them apart to break in the spine, and continue this
procedure about every twenty pages until the end." Is this really an accepted
practice for librarians? I think this would be very bad for books and in most
cases actually break the spine.
PLEASE HELP this untrained genealogical librarian volunteer in SC.
SCorey7289@aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021128/
f06bdb6a/attachment.htm

From mygenealogy at byualum.net Thu Nov 28 08:29:11 2002
From: mygenealogy at byualum.net (mygenealogy@byualum.net)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Dewey Decimal and small libraries
Message-ID: <20021128082912.9811.h009.c000.wm@mail.milliner.com.criticalpath.net>
If it was me who was being asked to change the way a small library arranged its
volumes, I would ask the person making the request what it was about the present
arrangement that they felt needed improvement. Perhaps they really don't want a
Dewey arrangement, per se, it just might be that they felt that there was
something about the present arrangement that could be improved. Another
possibility is that the patron could just be a person who strongly believes that
a proper library "of course" has to has a Dewey arrangment, which is wrong.
Straight Dewey is actually not that good for a specialized, narrowly focused,
collection.
From randy at heritagelib.org Thu Nov 28 15:21:09 2002
From: randy at heritagelib.org (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Advice Needed . . .
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-105412-198810-2002.11.28-11.16.09--randy#heritagelib
.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.2.0.9.0.20021128150744.00b8ec68@pop.heritagelib.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20021128/3ddc0513/
attachment.htm
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Fri Nov 29 08:42:46 2002
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Advice Needed . . .
Message-ID: <sde7289b.026@gwmail.spl.org>
Well I can't speak to the suitability of Dewey for a small library since
we are so large but...For a very long time the Seattle Public Library
like most libraries "opened" the books before we put them on the shelf.
I wish we still had the staff available to do so. By carefully opening
the books in exactly the manner your volunteer suggests you actually
prolong the life of the books and prevent prematurely loosening of pages
and binding.
Patrons tend to be very hard on material with stiff bindings. They
push with all their might very hard when photocopying, and I have
actually seen them forcing material open by twisting when the books
wouldn't stay open while they were reading.
If you have a volunteer who was trained to "open" books properly by all
means give her the green light.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian
Seattle Public Library
>>> <SCorey7289@aol.com> 11/28/02 08:12AM >>>
ListmembersAs an untrained Genealogical Library volunteer I have been a member of
this

listserve for almost two years and found it to be most helpful. I
basically
started and organized our genealogical society's small, but growing,
local
genealogical collection. I have run into several small problems of
which we
have easily overcome, such as "why is our library is non-lending." I
have
also dealt with the problem of well-meaning church librarian
volunteers,
since organizing the library. These "church trained" volunteers are
always
trying to have me organize our library according to the Dewey Decimal
System.
I have tried to explain that our genealogical library is too small in
focus
for this type of organization. Ours is not a county/town operated
librar, so
we do not have to follow any set rules. The collection for the most
part,
belongs entirely to the genealogical society. Would any of you, as
trained
librarians, recomend the Dewey Decimal System for a library such as
ours? If
not, how can I explain, in simple terms, why this system is not
recomended?
Also, one of our volunteers says that she was trained at "Ridgecrest"
and for
new books that come in you should "take about the first twenty pages of
the
book and the press them apart to break in the spine, and continue this
procedure about every twenty pages until the end." Is this really an
accepted
practice for librarians? I think this would be very bad for books and
in most
cases actually break the spine.
PLEASE HELP this untrained genealogical librarian volunteer in SC.
SCorey7289@aol.com
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From lnaukam at libraryweb.org Sat Nov 30 09:05:53 2002
From: lnaukam at libraryweb.org (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:08:06 2003
Subject: Does anyone worry about this (or access to reference letters)

References: <LYRIS-138350-198708-2002.11.27-18.31.06-lnaukam#libraryweb.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3DE8C5C1.CA2CF82D@libraryweb.org>
Rochester doesn't let the patron see the correspondence. In the old
days, letters were kept by surname of the writer, and sometimes there
was an exchange back and forth. About 1982, after these had taken a half
dozen filing cabinets, they were gone through, and those that merely
asked for and received obits were tossed. If there was substantive
research - these letters went from 1935 to 1982 in date written - it was
typed onto a biography or ready ref subject card ad files. But the
correspondence was tossed.
With emails now, it's easy to keep the actual email and response on the
server tucked away in an answered file, and let the PC search for an
internal text string.
About the above weeding schedule -this was essentially before computers,
in that dates of death or obits could not be scanned or easily put into
any kind of a database. (Well, they could have been put into the Apple
II and migrated to other databases, but they weren't).

